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ABSTRACT 

 Healthy aging results in a loss of strength at the shoulder that can be exacerbated by a 

degenerative rotator cuff tear, a common injury predominantly affecting older adults. Many 

important tasks necessary to maintaining independence require strength and coordination in 

the upper limb. The objective of this dissertation was to evaluate the relationship between 

shoulder strength and function and develop methods that enhance our understanding of how 

muscle morphology relates to strength. Traditional motion capture combined with a 

musculoskeletal modeling approach were used to evaluate shoulder strength requirements 

necessary for successful task completion and determine how age- and rotator cuff tear-related 

strength losses affect reserve strength at the shoulder. It was discovered that neither age nor 

age-related rotator cuff tears affect the strength required at the shoulder to successfully 

complete upper limb functional tasks and older adults with and without a rotator cuff tear 

maintain an excess of reserve strength for these task demands. Limitations of cross-sectional 

studies in humans can be overcome by the use of an animal model. Gross morphological 

analyses of middle aged and older adult vervet monkey upper limb muscles were performed 

to determine if the vervet could be used for future longitudinal studies of upper limb 

musculoskeletal aging and determine if upper limb muscle volume affected measures of 

function: walking speed, percent time hanging, and percent time climbing. Vervet monkeys 

experience upper limb muscle volume loss similar to humans, although this loss was not 

associated with changes in function, suggesting that they too maintain sufficient upper limb 

strength necessary for successful task performance. A musculoskeletal modeling approach 

was implemented to quantify the biomechanical impact of employing an extra cellular matrix 

graft material in a bridging repair of a torn supraspinatus to restore muscle function. 
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Biomechanical properties of the available graft material severly limit the force-generating 

capacity of the supraspinatus when they are used as a bridging device in a simulated repair. I 

developed a novel approach to quantify volumetric distribution and spatial clustering of 

intramuscular fat to help elucidate the three-dimensional presentation which will ultimately 

assist in our understanding of how intramuscular fat limits force-generating capacity of 

muscle tissue. Using this approach, I detected that older adults with a rotator cuff tear have 

more fat that is more highly clustered in the distal portion of the supraspinatus compared to 

healthy older adult controls. The dissertation work provides a foundation by which clinicians 

can better identify those at risk for progression to disability and subsequently allow for 

earlier and more effective interventions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Overview and motivation 

 Healthy aging of the upper limb is marked by decreases in strength (Bazzucchi et al., 

2004, Akagi et al., 2009, Vidt et al., 2012). This reduction in strength can be exacerbated by 

a rotator cuff tear, a common upper limb injury that disproportionally affects older adults 

(Yamamoto et al., 2010). The successful completion of activities of daily living (ADLs) is an 

important marker of the ability to live independently; performance of many ADLs requires 

strength and coordination in the upper limb (Lundgren-Lindquist and Sperling, 1983). 

Reduction in the capability of the upper limb to perform these tasks has been associated with 

worse outcomes following hospitalization in the elderly (Abizanda et al., 2007). This 

dissertation explores how changes associated with healthy aging and age-related rotator cuff 

tears influence strength and subsequently function in the upper limb. This work provides a 

foundation by which clinicians can better identify those at risk for progression to disability 

and allow for earlier and more effective interventions. 

 Early detection of disability risk in the upper limb requires a detailed understanding 

of which daily tasks exact the highest demand on the upper limb, especially in the context of 

other risk factors such as age and pathologies such as rotator cuff tears. Strength declines 

with age (Bazzucchi et al., 2004, Akagi et al., 2009, Vidt et al., 2012) and rotator cuff tears  

(Bazzucchi et al., 2004, Akagi et al., 2009, Vidt et al., 2012) may influence movement 

strategies (Steenbrink et al., 2006, Hawkes et al., 2012, Verrel et al., 2012) and subsequently 

the strength required to perform tasks, especially as declines in strength bring maximum 

ability closer to the strength required to perform a given task.  Currently, the only upper limb 
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marker used to identify future disability is grip strength (Rantanen et al., 1999), which is 

mechanistically unrelated to many functional tasks. Shoulder strength has been shown to 

correlate well with functional reaching and pulling strength in healthy older adults and may 

provide a more relevant measure of future disability than grip strength alone (Daly et al., 

2013a). Previous work quantifying strength requirements at the shoulder are limited to 

occupational tasks (Southard et al., 2007, Cann et al., 2008, Gregory et al., 2008, McClellan 

et al., 2009, Qin et al., 2011, Qin et al., 2014) or used healthy young and middle aged adults 

(Murray and Johnson, 2004). Elucidating the effect of age and rotator cuff tears on the 

required shoulder strength would prove useful for developing clinical methods to assess 

individuals at risk for progression to disability prior to difficulty performing tasks. Further, it 

is unclear if there is a relationship between task and the use of the maximum shoulder 

strength capacity, which depends on age and the status of the rotator cuff.  

 Longitudinal studies of age-related losses in strength and function specific to the 

upper limb are lacking; most of the existing work describing age-related changes to upper 

limb  muscle in humans are obtained from cross-sectional analyses of young and older 

cohorts (Rice et al., 1989, Hughes et al., 2001, Holzbaur et al., 2007, Vidt et al., 2012). An 

animal model that mimics age-related changes in humans would allow longitudinal studies of 

healthy aging and age-related pathological conditions to be performed in more controlled 

environments, over a shorter period of time, and with more comprehensive (or invasive) 

assessments possible compared to human subjects. An ideal animal model would be 

anatomically similar to humans and would feature the musculoskeletal changes found in 

normal human aging, such as reductions in muscle  mass (Doherty, 2003, Goldspink, 2012), 

volume (Vidt et al., 2012) and cross-sectional area (CSA) (Rice et al., 1989, Akagi et al., 
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2009). Non-human primates meet many of these criteria and may overcome some of the 

limitations associated with other animal models of the upper limb (Plate et al., 2013a); for 

example rodent and rabbit models that are commonly used in aging experiments are small, 

quadrupedal, or have bony geometry that is substantially different from a human (Derwin et 

al., 2010b, Longo et al., 2011, Plate et al., 2013a). In particular, African vervet monkeys are a 

promising potential model. Previous research comparing middle aged and elderly African 

vervet monkeys observed reductions in walking speed and increased glenohumeral 

retroversion in older adult vervets similar to that described in humans (Plate et al., 2013a). 

Muscle architecture parameters such as physiological cross sectional area (PCSA) and 

optimal fiber length have not been determined for this particular animal model and must be 

measured to further validate this model for use as a human surrogate for upper limb aging. 

 Surgical repair is intended to restore strength and function that is lost following a 

massive rotator cuff tear in older adults. However, due to the high amounts of atrophy, fatty 

infiltration, and retraction in these patients, repair can be technically difficult and outcomes 

are highly variable (Aurora et al., 2007). One approach to reduce the technical challenges 

associated with repair of the rotator cuff is the use of extra cellular matrix (ECM) graft 

materials to bridge the gap caused by a large or massive rotator cuff tear in an attempt to 

reduce the negative biomechanical consequences of a standard repair, such as reduced 

moment-generating capacity from high passive stretch (Metcalf et al., 2002, Sclamberg et al., 

2004, Iannotti et al., 2006, Walton et al., 2007, Wong et al., 2010, Encalada-Diaz et al., 2011, 

Rotini et al., 2011, Saul et al., 2011). This procedure is particularly relevant to older adults 

who are more likely to experience larger tears (Gumina et al., 2013) for which the bridging 

procedure is most commonly indicated (Sclamberg et al., 2004, Bond et al., 2008, Wong et 
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al., 2010, Gupta et al., 2012). However, the effect of such a repair approach on the active and 

passive force-generating capacity of the rotator cuff postoperatively is unknown. Outcomes 

may differ among currently available ECM grafts due their highly variable biomechanical 

properties (Derwin et al., 2006, Yoder and Elliott, 2010, Chaudhury et al., 2012). A more 

detailed understanding of the muscle forces permitted by the ECM repair constructs would 

permit surgeons to make evidence-based decisions regarding expected outcomes. 

 Increased levels of intramuscular fat, a consequence of both healthy aging and rotator 

cuff tears (Rice et al., 1989, Forsberg et al., 1991, Overend et al., 1992, Goutallier et al., 

1994, Visser et al., 2005), have been shown to be independently correlated to declines in 

strength and function. The level of intramuscular fat in the rotator cuff muscles has been 

related to poorer clinical outcomes; thus identification of patients with high levels of 

intramuscular fat is prioritized for treatment planning. The current method used clinically to 

grade the extent of intramuscular fat (FI) is a semi-quantitative score based upon the most 

lateral parasagittal slice obtained from a magnetic resonance imaging sequence (Fuchs et al., 

1999). Intra- and interobserver reliability for this method can be highly variable (Fuchs et al., 

1999, Spencer et al., 2008, Oh et al., 2010a, Lippe et al., 2012); this may be related to a non-

uniform distribution of FI that has been qualitatively described within the rotator cuff 

muscles (Beeler et al., 2013b, Jo and Shin, 2013). Due to these findings, it has been 

suggested that caution should be used when interpreting current methods for FI grading and a 

more reliable and reproducible method of grading should be implemented (Oh et al., 2010a, 

Lippe et al., 2012). Quantitative measures of the volumetric distribution and spatial 

clustering of fat within the rotator cuff muscles for both healthy older adults and older adults 

with a rotator cuff tear would create an impartial grading score to identify patients that are 
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good therapeutic candidates, and may provide a methodological foundation to investigate the 

process by which fatty infiltration progresses. 

 The following sections provide pertinent background necessary for the completion of 

the work presented in this dissertation, including information regarding: upper limb 

physiology, musculoskeletal modeling, age- and rotator cuff tear-related upper limb changes, 

and a mathematical framework to explore spatial clustering of intramuscular fat. Lastly, the 

focus and significance of the dissertation findings are presented. 

1.2. Muscle physiology 

1.2.1. Muscle anatomy 

 Skeletal muscle comprises approximately 40% of the mass of the human body 

(Guyton and Hall, 2000) and produces movement by contracting and applying a force to the 

skeleton.  Skeletal muscle is surrounded by connective tissue referred to as the epimysium, 

and is organized in a hierarchical formation from the whole muscle level to the molecular 

level (Figure 1-1). Each muscle is comprised of muscle fascicles, a bundle of muscle fibers 

surrounded by the perimysium. Each muscle fiber is composed of several hundred to several 

thousand myofibrils, surrounded by the endomysium. Each myofibril encompasses numerous 

sarcomeres arranged in series. 
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Figure 1-1: Muscle hierarchical structure (adapted from 
http://cnx.org/content/m46476/latest/?collection=col11540/latest) 
 

 The sarcomere is the contractile element of skeletal muscle and is primarily 

constructed of three protein filaments (actin, myosin, and titin); each sarcomere is bounded 

by two Z-discs (Figure 1-2). The actin filaments attach to a Z-disc and provide a location for 

the head of a myosin molecule to attach and ratchet to produce force. The myosin filaments 

are interdigitated with the actin filaments and are attached to the Z-disc via titin. Titin acts to 

align the myosin and actin filaments as well as provide some passive stiffness to the muscle 

(Lieber, 2002). The sarcomere has a number of structurally significant regions. The A-band 

Myofibril
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corresponds to the length of the myosin filament and remains constant throughout muscle 

contraction. The H-zone is the portion of the myosin filament that is not interdigitated with 

the actin filament and changes in length depending upon the overall length of the sarcomere. 

The M-line is the midline of the myosin filament. The I-band is the distance from one end of 

the myosin filament across the Z-disc to the end of the myosin filament on the adjacent 

sarcomere. 

 

 

Figure 1-2: Primary structure of two sarcomeres in series. The thin black lines 
represent the actin filament, the thick red lines represent myosin filament, and the blue 
lines represent the titin filament. A) Representation of sarcomeres longer than its 
optimal fiber length. B) Contracted sarcomeres. During a shortening muscle 
contraction, the A-band stays the same length while the I-Band, H-Zone, and sarcomere 
lengths all shorten. 
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1.2.2. Muscle force-length relationship 

 Force that a muscle can produce is directly related to its length, as a consequence of 

the amount of overlap of actin and myosin filaments in the sarcomere which form cross-

bridges (Figure 1-3). The more cross-bridges between actin and myosin that are available for 

the sarcomere to form, the higher active force a sarcomere can produce. Optimal fiber length 

is the length of muscle at which the muscle can produce its maximum active force. At a 

muscle’s optimal fiber length, the sarcomeres are in position to form the most cross-bridges. 

At fiber lengths shorter than the optimal length, the actin filaments may overlap with one 

another and interfere with myosin binding, thus reducing the number of cross-bridges 

available. Conversely, for fiber lengths longer than the optimal length, the actin filaments do 

not fully overlap with the myosin filaments thus reducing the amount of cross-bridging 

available. 

 The total force a muscle fiber can produce is the sum of both active and passive 

muscle force (Zajac, 1989). Although active force-generation is maximal at a muscle’s 

optimal fiber length, passive muscle forces increase as the length of the muscle lengthens 

beyond the optimal fiber length. Titin bears most of the passive of the passive load in the 

muscle (Lieber, 2002). 
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Figure 1-3: Isometric force vs length relationship of skeletal muscle. Active force is 
maximal ( ) at the optimal fiber length ( ). At shorter and longer lengths, the active 
force is reduced.  Muscles produce a passive force when stretched to lengths longer than 
optimal fiber length. Total force of the muscle is the sum of the active and passive forces 
(Zajac, 1989). 
 

1.2.3. Muscle force-velocity relationship 

 In addition to the length dependence, muscle force is also modulated by a muscle’s 

shortening or lengthening velocity (Figure 1-4). Force that a muscle produces while 

maintaining a constant length is considered isometric force. If a muscle is lengthened while it 

is activated, the force the muscle produces is greater than the isometric force for the same 

activation level. As the lengthening velocity increases, force production increases in a non-

linear fashion until the force reaches approximately 1.8 times the isometric force (Zajac, 

1989). At this point the muscle tissue begins to fail mechanically. Conversely, as a muscle 

shortens while activated, the force the muscle can produce is lower than its isometric force. 

As shortening velocity increases, the force the muscle can produce continues to decrease 
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until the shortening velocity exceeds the muscle’s maximum shortening velocity. At this 

point the muscle can no longer produce force because the muscle is shortening faster than the 

actin and myosin cross-bridges can form. 

 

 

 

Figure 1-4: Force vs velocity relationship of skeletal muscle at full activation. When a 
muscle is fully activated isometrically (i.e. velocity = 0) at the optimal muscle length, 
this is considered	 . As the shortening velocity increases to the maximum shortening 
velocity (Vm), the force a muscle can produce decreases. As the lengthening velocity 
increases, the force the muscle can produce increases until muscle failure. Adapted 
from (Zajac, 1989). 

1.2.4. Neural excitation dynamics 

 For a muscle to produce force, the central nervous system sends a neural excitation 

(u) down a motorneuron to a muscle, causing the release of acetylcholine (ACh) which 

initiates the chemical pathway to contract muscle. The signal that propagates through the 

muscle tissue itself is referred to as muscle activation, and causes the actin and myosin cross-

bridges to form in every fiber of a motor unit. A motor unit consists of an individual a motor 
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nerve axon and the set of muscle fibers innervated by the axon and its branches (Zajac, 

1989). Muscle activation is governed by the first order differential activation-dynamics 

equation (Equation 1-1) (Zajac, 1989). τact represents the time delay associated with release 

and binding of ACh, the release and binding of calcium from the sarcoplasmic reticulum, and 

the actin-myosin cross bridge formation (Lieber, 2002). τdeact represents the time delay 

associated with the calcium uptake back into the sarcoplasmic reticulum (Lieber, 2002). 

 1
∗ 1 ∗ ∗

1
∗  

Equation 1-1

1.2.5. Modulation of force production 

Active force produced by a motor unit can be further modulated by two processes. The first 

process, frequency modulation, relies on the frequency of excitation pulses to modulate the 

amount of force a muscle produces. Following an excitation pulse, it takes approximately 

100msec for the motor unit to contract and relax (referred to as a twitch) (Lieber, 2002). If 

the motor unit is excited a second time before 100msec has elapsed, the twitch will 

superimpose itself onto the previous twitch and increase the amount of the force the muscle 

is producing. As time between twitches approaches zero, the force the motor unit will 

produce approaches a maximal and sustained force level, referred to as tetanus (Figure 1-5). 
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Figure 1-5: Twitch response of motor unit adapted from (Lieber 2002). 
 

 The second process is referred to orderly recruitment, or Henneman’s size principle 

(Henneman et al., 1965). All of the fibers in a motor unit are stimulated together as a unit. 

However, the number and size of muscle fibers contained within a motor unit varies between 

motor units. Motor units with a larger number of muscle fibers will be able to produce more 

force than motor units with a smaller number of smaller fibers. Henneman’s size principle 

states that motor units with smaller numbers of fibers are activated first and then are followed 

by motor units with larger number of fibers. This process allows for fine modulation of force 

at low levels of stimulation, and a large range of total force production. 

1.2.6. Hill-Type muscle model 

 The most common mathematical representation of muscle is the Hill-type muscle 

model, first proposed by A.V. Hill (1938). In a typical Hill-type model, muscle force 

production is represented by four non-linear mechanical components that are dependent upon 

neural excitation, muscle length, muscle velocity, and tendon length (Zajac and Gordon, 

1989) (Figure 1-6). The contractile element (CE) represents the actin-myosin interaction in 
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sarcomeres and has inputs of the activation level and active force-length-velocity relationship 

of muscle. The parallel elastic element (PEE) represents the passive force generated in the 

muscle by titin and other passive structures, and its non-linear behavior is described by the 

passive force-length relationship. Tendon is represented in the model by the series elastic 

element (SEE) which is modelled as a non-linear spring. To implement a typical Hill-type 

muscle model, four input parameters are needed and are defined below. 

 

Pennation angle: Pennation angle of the muscle is defined as the angle of the muscle fibers 

with respect to the primary line of action of the muscle. 

Optimal fiber length: Optimal fiber length (defined previously: 1.2.4 Neural excitation 

dynamics) is defined as the length of the muscle at which it can produce its maximum force 

Peak isometric force: Peak isometric force is the maximum force that a muscle can produce 

at its optimal fiber length and is proportional to PCSA. 

Tendon slack length: Tendon slack length is defined as the minimum length of the tendon at 

which it can generate force. 

 

 

Figure 1-6: Hill-type muscle model with contractile element (CE), parallel elastic 
element (PEE), and series elastic element (SEE). 
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1.3. Aging 

1.3.1. Age-associated changes muscle morphology and function 

 Sarcopenia is a widely accepted aging phenomenon. Although there exists no 

universally accepted definition (Mitchell et al., 2012), the United States National Institutes of 

Health recognizes sarcopenia as important changes in muscle composition and function. 

Muscle volume in the upper limb is decreased in older adults compared to young adults (Vidt 

et al., 2012). However, muscle volume reductions can be less than associated strength 

reductions, indicating that other changes to the muscle tissue are taking place in addition to 

the decreased volume (Goodpaster et al., 2006, Delmonico et al., 2009, Vidt et al., 2012). 

Preferential atrophy of type II muscle fibers (Larsson et al., 1978, Lieber, 2002, Narici and 

Maffulli, 2010) and increases in the level of intramuscular fat (Rice et al., 1989, Forsberg et 

al., 1991, Overend et al., 1992, Visser et al., 2005, Ashry et al., 2007, Narici and Maffulli, 

2010) contribute to the decreased force production. Fascicle lengths are shorter in older 

adults then young adults (Narici et al., 2003, Thom et al., 2007) and maximum shortening 

velocity and the specific tension have been shown to decrease in individual fibers with 

increasing age (Larsson et al., 1997, Yu et al., 2007). 

1.3.2. Age-related changes in upper limb function and coordination 

 Although it is currently unclear how the age-associated muscle-level changes impact 

the overall performance (Morrison and Newell, 2012), multiple metrics have been used to 

quantify changes in upper limb movement between older and younger adults. Movement 

duration and peak velocity were some of the first characteristics analyzed. Although early 

reports indicate longer movement durations and smaller peak velocities (Cooke et al., 1989), 
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multiple studies have suggested that these findings are dependent upon the task requirements 

(Cooke et al., 1989, Walker et al., 1997, Ketcham et al., 2002, Seidler et al., 2002, Maitra and 

Junkins, 2004, Coats and Wann, 2012, Verrel et al., 2012). When performing single joint 

motions, older adults use a larger amount of co-contraction than young adults to compensate 

for heightened muscle force variability (Darling et al., 1989, Seidler et al., 2002, John et al., 

2009). This may be indicative of why older adults perceive equivalent levels elbow flexion 

and extension exertions as more effortful than younger adults (John et al., 2009). In contrast, 

when performing multi-joint movements older adults have been reported to have lower levels 

of co-contraction compared to young adults. This again suggests that task requirements play 

a large role in the measured differences between young adult and older adult upper limb 

performance. Furthermore, individual movement variability has been shown to increase wth 

increasing age (Cooke et al., 1989, Darling et al., 1989, Seidler et al., 2002, Verrel et al., 

2012). However, it has been suggested that the age associated changes described in 

movement variability are due to the nature of the artificial laboratory tasks and not 

necessarily due to declines from aging (Varadhan et al., 2012).  

1.4. Rotator cuff tears 

1.4.1. Function and anatomy 

 The rotator cuff is a group of four muscles crossing the glenohumeral joint that 

stabilizes the shoulder joint and actuates axial rotation of the joint (Ward et al., 2006). The 

rotator cuff consists of the supraspinatus, infraspinatus, subscapularis, and teres minor 

muscle-tendon units (Figure 1-7). All of the muscle-tendon units originate from the scapula 
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and insert on the head of the humerus. The 4 tendons connect with one another prior to 

insertion to form a common rotator cuff (Sonnabend and Young, 2009).  

 

 

Figure 1-7: Anatomy of rotator cuff. (Adapted from 
https://www.biodigitalhuman.com/) 
 

1.4.2. Incidence and characteristics 

 Although rotator cuff tears affect all ages, older adults are predominantly affected 

(Yamamoto et al., 2010). The most commonly affected portion of the rotator cuff is the 

supraspinatus (Sano et al., 1999). However, tears of the subscapularis and infraspinatus 

tendons often accompany supraspinatus tendon tears (Goutallier et al., 1994, Melis et al., 

2010). Large tears (tears involving the entire tendon or two tendons with retraction between 

3-4 cm) and massive tears (involving two or more tendons with associated retraction beyond 

4 cm) are significantly more likely to occur in adults over the age of the 60 than adults under 

the age of 60 (Gumina et al., 2013). Muscle atrophy and fatty infiltration can accompany 
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rotator cuff tears and are more common in larger tears and in older adult patients (Melis et 

al., 2009, Melis et al., 2010).  

 

1.4.3. Strength and coordination  

 Symptomatic rotator cuff tears result in reduced abduction strength ranging from 37 -

70% of the contralateral shoulder, with pain being a significant contributor to weakness (Itoi 

et al., 1997). In asymptomatic rotator cuff tears, only large full thickness tears resulted in 

reduced abduction strength compared to the contralateral shoulder while partial and small 

full-thickness tears demonstrated no significant strength deficit (Kim et al., 2009). 

Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that post-operative strength measurements are good 

predictors of cuff integrity (Oh et al., 2010b).  

 For older adults with a massive rotator cuff tear, muscle activation patterns of the 

rotator cuff are similar to that of younger adults when performing an upward reaching task 

(Hawkes et al., 2012). However, the level of rotator cuff activation increased substantially 

and increased activity was seen in the scapular muscles and elbow flexor muscles, indicating  

adaptations to reduce demand on the rotator cuff muscles (Hawkes et al., 2012). Furthermore, 

in a group of late middle-aged and older adult subjects with rotator cuff tears, muscle 

activation patterns in adductor muscles suggested abnormal muscle activity (Steenbrink et 

al., 2006).  
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1.4.4. Fatty infiltration 

1.4.4.1. Grading methods 

 A semi-quantitative measure of FI following a rotator cuff tear was first described by 

Goutallier et al (1994) using axial CT slices, and he separated the FI into five grades: 0 – 

normal muscle, 1 – some fat, 2 – more muscle than fat, 3 – equal amounts of fat and muscle, 

4 – more muscle than fat. Fuchs et al. (1999) extended this methodology to MRI by grading 

the most lateral parasagittal slice in which the scapular spine is in contact with the scapular 

body. Measurements of FI have also been conducted using ultrasound by comparing the 

echogenicity of the supraspinatus to that of the trapezius to determine whether the 

supraspinatus was isoechoic, mildly hyperechoic, or markedly hyperechoic (Khoury et al., 

2008). Varying levels of interobserver and intraobserver reliability have been described for 

these approaches (Fuchs et al., 1999, Khoury et al., 2008, Spencer et al., 2008, Williams et 

al., 2009, Oh et al., 2010a, Khazzam et al., 2012, Lippe et al., 2012). For MRI, there are 

difficulties in standardizing the slice location and there is variable scan quality (Lippe et al., 

2012).  

1.4.4.2. Association with pre and postoperative strength and function 

 The degree of FI in the supraspinatus and infraspinatus has been shown to be highly 

correlated to preoperative abduction, internal rotation, and external rotation strength (Oh et 

al., 2010b). In another cohort of patients, preoperative FI of the supraspinatus and 

infraspinatus demonstrated strong negative correlations to postoperative function and 

strength, with supraspinatus FI independently predicting external rotation strength and 

infraspinatus FI independently predicting the American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons 
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functional score and external rotation strength. Goutallier et al. (2009) determined that a 

mean score of four rotator cuff muscles significantly affected functional outcome as 

measured by the Constant score. 

1.4.4.3.  Spatial distribution 

 MRI scans prior to and then immediately following surgical repair demonstrate 

significantly reduced levels of FI due to lateral excursion of the rotator cuff muscles (Jo and 

Shin, 2013), suggesting that fat is not homogenously distributed within the muscle tissue. 

Distinct volumetric distributions in FI have been described in rat (Itoigawa et al., 2011), 

rabbit (Rubino et al., 2007, Rowshan et al., 2010), and canine (Safran et al., 2005) models of 

chronic rotator cuff tears, with increased FI primarily occurring in the distal portion of the 

rotator cuff muscles. In a retrospective study of patients with rotator cuff tears, a qualitative 

metric of spatial clustering showed that FI occurred primarily in the distal portion of a torn 

supraspinatus (Beeler et al., 2013b). However, quantitative information regarding the 

volumetric distribution and spatial clustering of FI would provide a basis for a more reliable 

and reproducible method of determining FI. 

1.4.4.4. Moran’s Index (adapted from Chen 2013) 

 Moran’s Index (I) (Moran, 1948, Moran, 1950) is a quantitative measure of spatial 

autocorrelation, and was developed by generalizing Pearson’s cross-correlation coefficient 

into multiple dimensions (Chen, 2013). This approach would permit quantitative 

measurement of fat clustering with the rotator cuff muscles. Moran’s I can range from -1 to 1 

(Figure 1-8) where -1 indicates 100% diffuse, 1 indicates complete clustering, and 0 indicates 

a random spatial configuration. 
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Figure 1-8: From left to right, Moran's I = -1, ~ 0, = 1. Each of images has 50% of the 
pixels black and 50% of the pixels white. 
 

The calculation of Moran’s I is as follows. Given a network of size n with measurable 

variables x (such as population of voxel signal intensity), xi can be defined as the ith 

measurement of x. 

 ⋯  
Equation 1-2

An average μ can be also defined for the network. The standard formulation of Moran’s I can 

then be given by (Equation 1-3) where vij represents a measure used to judge the degree of 

nearness between locations i and j, such as the Euclidian distance between the two points. 

 ∑ ∑

∑ ∑ ∑
 Equation 1-3

Moran’s I formulation has been updated using matrix mathematics (Chen, 2013).  

  
Equation 1-4

 

  
Equation 1-5
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Equation 1-6

 
 Equation 1-7

 

 Using different weight functions (W) will result in different spatial effects (Chen, 

2012). The weight function chosen for this study is the inverse power function which is used 

for global measures of spatial correlation (Chen, 2012). A preliminary analysis was 

performed indicating that the number of voxels in the region of interest and the β value 

affected the maximum and minimum values that Moran’s I was capable of reaching using 

this formulation. To compare Moran’s I between two muscles or two sections the maximum 

and minimum values need to be identical. Since the number of voxels is set by the muscle 

boundary and therefore cannot be altered, β was raised until a muscle with any number of 

voxels could reach the same maximum and minimum values. The resulting value of β was 

200 and will used for this study. 

 

1.5. Surgical repair 

1.5.1. Incidence and success 

 There are approximately 14,000 inpatient rotator cuff surgeries each year, with a 

combined economic burden of approximately $560 million (Oh et al., 2007). A standard 

primary rotator cuff repair involves reattachment of the torn rotator cuff tendon or tendons to 

their anatomical insertion sites on the humeral head. Repair success has been variously 
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defined post-operatively as an intact repair (Gladstone et al., 2007, Jo et al., 2013), improved 

functional outcome scores (Galatz et al., 2001, Gladstone et al., 2007), and improved strength 

(Itoi et al., 1997, Gladstone et al., 2007). Retear rates associated with this procedure are quite 

variable (20-70%) (Galatz et al., 2001, Goldberg et al., 2001, Aurora et al., 2007) and are 

associated with larger tear sizes (Galatz et al., 2001, Oh et al., 2009). Strength and functional 

outcomes scores have both improved post-operatively regardless of repair integrity 

(Anderson et al., 2006, DeFranco et al., 2007, Cho and Rhee, 2009, Oh et al., 2009). 

However, larger tear sizes are correlated with lower functional outcome scores (Cofield et al., 

2001). Larger tear size is also associated high intraoperative repair tension (Saul et al., 2011) 

that is correlated to decreased post-operative active force-generating capability (Hersche and 

Gerber, 1998), lower functional outcome scores (Davidson and Rivenburgh, 2000) and 

smaller moment generating capacity (Saul et al., 2011). One methodology that has been 

proposed to reduce the negative biomechanical consequences of using a standard primary 

repair for larger rotator cuff tears is a bridging repair (Aurora et al., 2007, Chaudhury et al., 

2012). 

1.5.2. Bridging reconstruction of torn rotator cuff 

 A bridging repair is defined in this study as a surgical procedure that links a torn 

rotator cuff tendon with the humeral head using a biological or synthetic grafting material 

(Figure 1-9). Currently, a total of 13 grafting materials that are either derived from 

mammalian tissue, synthetic polymers, or a combination have been approved as medical 

devices to strengthen the suture site of a  rotator cuff repair in humans by the Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) (Ricchetti et al., 2012). Although bridging repairs have been used 
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clinically (Sclamberg et al., 2004, Moore et al., 2006, Soler et al., 2007, Bond et al., 2008, 

Gupta et al., 2012), the use of the FDA-approved graft materials in this fashion is considered 

“off label” by the FDA (Aurora et al., 2012). When used in this fashion, postoperative 

functional outcome scores of patients have been variable, both increasing and decreasing 

compared to preoperative scores depending on the material that was used to bridge the gap 

(Sclamberg et al., 2004, Bond et al., 2008, Wong et al., 2010, Gupta et al., 2012). This 

suggests a paramount need to further elucidate the impact of a bridging repair on the 

functional capability of the repaired muscle. 

 

 

Figure 1-9: Representative bridging repair of a torn supraspinatus tendon. The graft 
material is used to bridge the gap between the tendon and its anatomical insertion site 
on the humeral head. 
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1.6. Dynamic simulation of motion 

1.6.1. Overview 

 Dynamic simulations of motion are an important tool to study muscle forces, joint 

torques, and effects of clinical interventions and movements that would be difficult or 

impossible to measure in typical experimental setups. Such simulations link muscle 

activations and joint torques with movement using the principles of dynamics and 

mathematical representations of the force-generating properties of muscle and the anatomy of 

the musculoskeletal system.  

1.6.2. OpenSim 

 OpenSim (Stanford University, CA, https://simtk.org/home/opensim) is a freely 

available, open source, user extensible software system that allows the development of 

musculoskeletal structures that can be used to create dynamic simulations of movement. 

OpenSim uses the SimBody dynamics engine to model both inverse and forward dynamic 

simulations. In addition to the embedded analysis tools already supported by the software, 

OpenSim allows users to create plugins using Matlab, C++, or Python programming 

languages that can extend the capabilities of the software. Furthermore, although the Hill-

type muscle model is the standard mode in OpenSim, the software allows for the 

development and implementation of other muscle models. OpenSim will be used in this 

dissertation work to perform dynamic simulations of upper limb tasks. 

1.6.3. Upper limb musculoskeletal models 

 Holzbaur et al. (2005) developed a kinematic model of the upper limb to analyze 

neuromuscular control and simulate surgical procedures. The model was developed by 
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integrating information obtained from cadaveric dissections, imaging of upper limb, and 

human isometric strength testing. A total of 15 degrees of freedom (DOFs) are available in 

the model, that including 3 DOFs at the shoulder, 2 DOFs at the elbow, 2 DOFs at the wrist, 

and 4 DOFs at both the index finger and thumb. The overall motion of the shoulder girdle 

(humerus, clavicle, and scapula) is defined using a regression model (de Groot and Brand, 

2001) that depends on overall thoracohumeral angle. Each of the muscles in the model is 

described using a Hill-type muscle model (described previously in section: 1.2.6 Hill-Type 

muscle model) that is defined by four parameters: pennation angle, optimal fiber length, peak 

isometric force, and tendon slack length. Peak isometric force is calculated from 

physiological cross sectional area (PCSA) and specific tension. The muscle paths within the 

model are defined by a set of points and surfaces attached to underlying skeletal segments 

that characterize anatomical constraints. The kinematic model has been extended to allow 

dynamic simulations of movement through the inclusion of  segment mass and inertial 

properties and joint restraint torques (Saul et al., 2015).  

1.6.4. Motion tracking and inverse kinematics 

 In the laboratory, the kinematics during a task or movement can be recorded using a 

system of cameras that track markers placed on anatomical landmarks during the 

performance of a particular task. Marker data is smoothed using a low pass filter. Inverse 

kinematics is then used to determine the joint postures from the marker positions for a given 

trial. This is accomplished using a musculoskeletal model. In this case, the upper limb 

musculoskeletal model (described previously in section: 1.6.3 Upper limb musculoskeletal 

model) has virtual markers in the same locations as the markers placed on the subject. A 
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static trial in which all of the markers are visible is used to scale the dimensions of the model 

to a particular subject. An optimization routine that uses a general quadratic programming 

solver with a convergence criterion of 0.001 and a limit of 1000 iterations is used to 

determine the vector of joint postures q for each trial, where  represents marker weights, 

 represents the experimental marker locations, and  are the virtual marker locations 

based on the joint postures in the model. 

 
min

∈

 
Equation 1-8

1.6.5. Inverse dynamics 

 Inverse dynamics uses the classical equations of motion to calculate joint torques 

necessary to accurately reproduce desired joint kinematics (1.6.4 Motion tracking and inverse 

kinematics). The vector of joint torques or generalized forces ∈ , where N is the number 

of degrees of freedom, can be written as follows 

 ,  
Equation 1-9

where:  

, , ∈ : are the vectors of positions, velocities, and accelerations respectively 

∈ : is the system mass matrix 

, ∈ : is the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal forces 

∈ : is the vector of gravitational forces 

 

 The positions, velocities, accelerations are all derived from the inverse kinematics 

(1.6.4 Motion tracking and inverse kinematics). Coriolis, centrifugal, and gravitational forces 
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are all dependent on predefined anatomical parameters and the inverse kinematics. Therefore, 

the right hand side of the equation is known and the equation can be solved. OpenSim (1.6.2 

OpenSim) has a built in Inverse Dynamics tool which uses the dynamic solver SimBody to 

create and solve the equation. 

 

1.7. Animal models 

1.7.1. Upper limb pathological conditions 

 Animal models have been used extensively to study upper limb pathological 

conditions such as rotator cuff tears (Mannava et al., 2013), brachial plexus birth palsy (Li et 

al., 2008), and stroke (Livingston-Thomas and Tasker, 2013). Animals that have been used 

include rat, rabbit, dog, sheep, and non-human primates. Upper limb movement planning has 

been studied using non-human primate models (Batista et al., 2007, Cheng and Loeb, 2008). 

Additionally, non-human primates have been used to study the effects of both paralysis 

(Pohlmeyer et al., 2009) and frontal lobe lesions (Darling et al., 2010) on the ability of the 

upper limb to produce motion. However, many of the animal models currently used for 

translational orthopaedic research are small, quadrupedal, or have bony geometry that is 

substantially different from that of a human (Derwin et al., 2010b, Longo et al., 2011, Plate et 

al., 2013a). Moreover, there have been limited studies on musculoskeletal degeneration in 

animals resulting strictly from normal aging (Kietrys et al., 2012, Choi et al., 2013, Plate et 

al., 2013a, Plate et al., 2013b).  
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1.7.2. Aging 

 Ideally, an animal model for human upper limb aging would include 1) similar soft 

tissue and bony anatomy, 2) produce similar upper limb movement, 3) exhibit loss of 

function with increasing age, 4) demonstrate degenerative changes to the bony structure, 5) 

display degenerative changes to the muscle tissue including a loss of volume and cross-

sectional area, and 6) acquire degenerative rotator cuff tears. Current research indicates that 

the force-generating capacity of the supraspinatus is reduced in older rats compared to their 

middle aged controls (Plate et al., 2013b). Furthermore, aged rat tendons, especially the 

supraspinatus, are more susceptible to inflammatory changes following overuse and these 

changes correlated to decreased forelimb agility (Kietrys et al., 2012). However, rats are 

quadrupedal, small, and have bony geometry that differs from humans (Derwin et al., 2010b).  

 African vervets, a non-human primate, that may overcome many of the limitations of 

the rat model (Plate et al., 2013a) displays reduced fiber force and decreased function 

measured by climbing rate and walking speed (Choi et al., 2013). A cohort of the same 

monkeys also demonstrated age-related changes to the bony structure in the glenohumeral 

joint similar to that of humans (Plate et al., 2013a), in addition to decreased superficial 

muscle fiber cross-sectional area and decreased density as measured with CT (Plate et al., 

2013a). Although its functional decline, bony degradation, and decreased fiber force 

implicate this model as a reasonable surrogate for human aging, changes in muscle 

architectural parameters of the upper limb muscles have not been studied. 
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1.8. Focus of dissertation 

 Healthy aging and age-related rotator cuff tears are associated with alterations to 

muscle structure and reductions in strength in the upper limb. To understand the influence of 

these changes on upper limb function, a multi-dimensional exploration of each of these 

features and their roles during production of strength and multijoint movements is required. 

This dissertation employs experimental and computational approaches in both human and 

animal models, including the development of new analytical methods, to address current gaps 

in our understanding of the changes to upper limb muscle and function with age, rotator cuff 

injury, and surgical intervention. Ultimately, the results from this dissertation will provide a 

biomechanical foundation toward improved clinical decision-making regarding patient care 

and rehabilitation in healthy older adults and older adults with a rotator cuff tear. The specific 

objectives of this dissertation are: 1) to determine the strength required to successfully 

complete upper limb tasks and determine if task, age, and the presence of an age-related 

rotator cuff impact the strength required, 2) to validate the vervet monkey as a human 

surrogate for studying age-related changes in the upper limb, 3) to quantify the 

biomechanical impact of graft material choice on the force-generating capacity following a 

bridging repair of a torn supraspinatus, and 4) to develop a method that allows for 

quantification of volumetric distribution and spatial clustering of intramuscular fat and apply 

it to identify changes in intramuscular fat morphology with tear status.  
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1.9. Significance 

The main contributions and findings of this research are: 

Required shoulder strength is dependent on functional task: Shoulder strength required 

to successfully complete daily functional tasks was quantified in young adults, healthy older 

adults, and older adults with a degenerative supraspinatus tear. Further, the percentage of 

available strength used to successfully complete the functional tasks was quantified for tasks 

with the largest strength demands. I demonstrated that neither aging nor the presence of a 

rotator cuff tear impacts the shoulder strength required to complete the tasks. I conclusively 

demonstrated that task had a significant impact on the required shoulder strength. Further, 

strength loss related to aging significantly increased the percentage of available strength used 

to increase shoulder elevation. This study was the first to quantify strength requirements for 

daily functional tasks in older adults with and without a rotator cuff tear, which are important 

to predicting future disability. Further, I established that multiple tasks are needed to 

adequately capture the strength requirements for movement across the upper limb workspace. 

 

Vervet monkeys are an appropriate animal model of upper limb aging based on age-

related muscle volume loss similar to that of human aging: This study demonstrated that 

the vervet monkey upper limb experiences muscle volume loss similar to that of seen in 

healthy human aging. Measured muscle volume was not correlated to functional performance 

metrics, implying that diminished functional performance with age in the vervets is not from 

strength loss, and may instead be associated with other factors such as discomfort due to 

bony degeneration. From this work I recommend that the vevert monkey is an appropriate 

animal for investigation of a variety of questions relevant to upper limb aging, including 
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those related to task performance, training, orthopaedic interventions, and physiological and 

biological underpinnings of musculoskeletal aging.  

 

Graft material properties affect supraspinatus force-generating capacity in a simulated 

reconstructive bridging repair of a full-thickness rotator cuff tear: I established a 

computational modelling approach to study the biomechanical impact of the choice of graft 

material as a bridging apparatus in the repair of a full-thickness supraspinatus tear. I 

determined that graft material selection affected both the passive and active force-generating 

capacity of the repaired construct and that the current graft materials are incapable of 

withstanding forces generated by a healthy supraspinatus. I recommend the use of this 

modelling approach to test the viability of future graft material designs and to establish 

appropriate boundary conditions for future in vitro testing of graft materials.  

 

 Novel image analysis methods demonstrate that volumetric distribution and spatial 

clustering of intramuscular fat are greater distally in the supraspinatus following a 

degenerative tear: For the first time, a method was developed that allowed for the 

quantification of volumetric distribution and spatial clustering of intramuscular fat 

throughout the entire muscle belly. I demonstrated the efficacy of these methods using rotator 

cuff muscles from healthy older adults and older adults with a degenerative supraspinatus 

tear. I determined that older adults with a rotator cuff tear exhibit increased fat distally and 

increased spatial clustering distally compared to the healthy controls. However, these 

changes were not consistent across the other rotator cuff muscles. These novel results support 

the current biological explanations of intramuscular fat within the supraspinatus. I 
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recommend these methods be immediately applied to study intramuscular fat across all 

muscle tissues. Further, these methods can be used to provide insight into the mechanical 

consequences of intramuscular fat, which may affect force transmission within the muscle, 

and to establish hypotheses for the mechanisms underlying progression of intramuscular fat.  

 

1.10. Thesis Overview 

 The remaining chapters in this dissertation consist of four chapters structured as 

independent journal articles and a conclusion chapter. Chapter 2 (in preparation for 

submission to Gait and Posture) presents strength requirements at the shoulder for successful 

completion of upper limb tasks in young adults, older adults, and older adults with a rotator 

cuff tear, and investigates the how losses in shoulder strength due to age, sex, and rotator cuff 

tears, influence the amount of shoulder strength that remains beyond the required strength. 

Chapter 3 (accepted for publication in the Journal of Shoulder and Elbow surgery) 

investigates age-related changes in a vervet monkey to validate its use as an animal model for 

healthy aging in the human upper limb. Chapter 4 (in preparation for submission to the 

Journal of Applied Biomechanics) quantifies the biomechanical impact of different extra 

cellular matrix graft materials as bridging scaffolds to repair a full-thickness supraspinatus 

tear. Chapter 5 (in preparation for submission to the Annals of Biomedical Engineering) 

develops a methodology to quantify three-dimensional volumetric distribution and spatial 

clustering of intramuscular fat and uses the method to study rotator cuff muscles in healthy 

older adults and older adults with a degenerative supraspinatus tear. The concluding chapter 

reviews the key contributions of the dissertation and provides applications for the current 

work and future avenues for research.  
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2. REQUIRED SHOULDER STRENGTH IS NOT AFFECTED BY 

AGE OR THE PRESENCE OF A DEGENERATIVE SUPRASPINATUS 

TEAR 

 

This work is in preparation for journal submission: 

Authors: Santago II, AC; Vidt, ME; Li, X; Tuohy, CJ; Poehling, GG; Freehill, MT; Saul, 

KR 

 

My contributions to the work presented in this chapter include: study design, data collection, 

methodological development, data analysis, manuscript preparation. The co-authors of this 

manuscript assisted in each of these tasks. 
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2.1. Abstract 

 Many important tasks necessary to maintaining independence require strength and 

coordination in the upper extremity. Quantifying strength requirements in daily tasks is 

imperative for early detection of disability from age- and rotator cuff tear- related declines in 

strength. Shoulder strength may provide a more relevant metric for future upper extremity 

disability than grip strength, which is most commonly used. However, measures of required 

shoulder strength for common functional tasks are lacking.  

 We quantified shoulder strength requirements for five upper extremity functional 

tasks as performed by groups of young adults, healthy older adults, and older adults with a 

degenerative supraspinatus tear prior to repair. We developed and used populational 

musculoskeletal models that represented age, sex, and tear-related strength losses to quantify 

the percentage of available strength used for the subset of tasks requiring the largest amount 

of shoulder strength. There were no group differences in strength requirements for the five 

functional tasks. However, task requirements significantly influenced the required strength at 

the shoulder for all degrees of freedom.  

 Older adults with and without a supraspinatus tear used a larger percentage of their 

available strength than the young adults for shoulder elevation. To effectively predict future 

disability due to strength declines, the requirements of multiple upper limb tasks should be 

considered. 
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2.2. Introduction 

 The ability to successfully complete functional tasks is paramount to maintaining 

independence. Many tasks vital for independence - e.g. eating, bathing, and dressing - require 

strength and coordination in the upper extremity (Lundgren-Lindquist and Sperling, 1983). 

Older adults are at an increased risk for loss of upper extremity function to due to age-related 

declines in grip strength (Rantanen et al., 1998, Stenholm et al., 2012, Daly et al., 2013b), 

elbow flexion and extension strength (Aniansson et al., 1983, Rantanen et al., 1997, Hughes 

et al., 2001, Vidt et al., 2012), and shoulder abduction and adduction strength (Hughes et al., 

1999, Vidt et al., 2012). Further, older adults employ compensatory strategies including 

altered activation patterns, altered postures and coordination, longer task duration, and 

smaller peak velocities when performing these tasks (Cooke et al., 1989, Darling et al., 1989, 

Seidler et al., 2002, Prioli et al., 2006, Liao and Lin, 2008, Norris and Medley, 2011, Verrel 

et al., 2012, Tsai and Lin, 2015). These age-related changes can be exacerbated by a rotator 

cuff tear (Gore et al., 1986, Itoi et al., 1997, McCabe et al., 2005, Steenbrink et al., 2006, Oh 

et al., 2010b, Steenbrink et al., 2010, Hawkes et al., 2012), a degenerative injury 

disproportionately affecting older adults (Yamaguchi et al., 2006, Yamamoto et al., 2010).  

 Much of the previous work exploring upper extremity strength requirements for 

successful task completion has limited applicability to daily functional tasks and at-risk 

groups, such as older adults and adults with a rotator cuff tear. Studies quantifying strength 

requirements in occupational tasks (Southard et al., 2007, Cann et al., 2008, Gregory et al., 

2008, McClellan et al., 2009, Qin et al., 2011, Qin et al., 2014), such as automotive assembly 

work (McClellan et al., 2009), predominantly used young and middle aged subjects. One 

occupational study analyzing aging effects on upper extremity fatigue during light assembly 
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work found no statistically significant differences in average strength requirements between 

young and older adults for shoulder abduction/adduction or flexion/extension strength, but 

did find that the required internal/external rotation to perform the task increased with fatigue 

in older adults while decreasing for young adults (Qin et al., 2014). Strength requirements for 

functional tasks relevant to daily living have been explored for 10 daily tasks but the study 

was small, only included young and middle aged men, and task comparisons for overall 

strength and difficulty were performed in a qualitative manner (Murray and Johnson, 2004). 

 Although grip strength has been used to predict future disability (Rantanen et al., 

1997), grip strength is mechanistically unrelated to many functional tasks. Shoulder strength 

is a limiting factor in both functional reaching and pulling tasks (Daly et al., 2013a), and 

many multiplane tasks require greater shoulder strength than elbow strength (Crouch, 2014). 

Further, the shoulder experiences exaggerated declines in strength compared to losses at the 

elbow and wrist (Vidt et al., 2012), and rotator cuff tears can exacerbate the age-related 

strength loss at the shoulder (Oh et al., 2010b). Thus shoulder strength may be a more 

appropriate evaluative metric for upper limb function, especially given the more marked 

strength declines at the shoulder with age and injury.  

 Understanding which tasks are harbingers of disability by placing the largest demand 

on the shoulder is critical to identifying those at risk for future disability due to strength loss, 

and for providing strategies that preserve and improve upper extremity function. Therefore, 

the purpose of this study was to 1) quantify required shoulder strength to complete 5 

common functional tasks when performed by young adults, healthy older adults, and older 

adults with a degenerative supraspinatus tear, and 2) determine which task required the most 
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strength. Additionally, we analyzed the most difficult tasks to 3) determine if reductions in 

strength alter the percentage of available shoulder strength used to complete the tasks. 

2.3. Methods 

2.3.1. Study cohort 

 We recruited 16 healthy young adults (8 males, 8 females; 19 – 29yrs), 9 healthy 

older adults (5 males, 4 females; 61 – 66yrs), and 9 older adults with an MRI confirmed 

major thickness supraspinatus tear that had not been repaired (5 males, 4 females; 61 – 67yrs) 

for this study. Healthy controls were recruited from the local community and rotator cuff tear 

subjects were recruited from the Wake Forest Baptist Hospital orthopaedic clinics. A 

prescreening questionnaire was used to ensure each subject was free of medical conditions 

incompatible with physical testing and any history of neuromuscular or musculoskeletal 

disorders affecting the upper limb. Healthy volunteers were screened with a modified Jobe’s 

test (Gillooly et al., 2010) to exclude those with asymptomatic rotator cuff tear. This study 

was approved by the Wake Forest School of Medicine Institutional Review Board and all 

subjects provided informed consent prior to testing. 

2.3.2. Testing 

 Twelve retroreflective markers were placed on anatomical landmarks on each 

participant’s arm (Figure 2-1). Kinematic data were collected at 200Hz by 7-Hawk cameras 

(Motion Analysis Corp., Santa Rose, CA) during 5 upper extremity tasks spanning the upper 

limb workspace (Figure 2-2). Subjects were seated and asked to maintain an upright posture 

with their feet either firmly on the floor or on the foot rest attached to the chair. Prior to 

beginning each task, subjects were given a verbal explanation of the task and one 
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demonstration was performed by a researcher. However, during the performance of each 

task, subjects were allowed the freedom to choose their path and movement velocity as long 

as they successfully reached the target points and returned to the resting posture. Subjects 

were instructed to stop the task immediately if they felt any pain or discomfort. Task order 

was randomized prior to testing and three trials of each task were performed. Sixty seconds 

of rest were given between trials and 2 mins of rest between tasks. The second trial of each 

task was used for analysis. 

 

 

Figure 2-1: Twelve retroreflective markers were placed on anatomical structures. The 
anatomical locations were: cervical vertebra 7, suprasternal notch, xyphoid process, 
acromion, mid upper arm, medial epicondyle, lateral epicondyle, mid forearm, radial 
styloid, ulnar styloid, 2nd metacarpal phalangeal joint, 5th metacarpal phalangeal 
joint. 
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Figure 2-2: For the out-of-plane tasks (A and B) the participant started and ended the 
task with their upper arm and forearm in a neutral posture by their side. A) Axilla 
Wash: Each participant reached across their body and cupped the outside of their 
opposite shoulder. B) Perineal Care: Each participant reached behind them and placed 
their plam on the approximate location of the middle belt loop with plam facing 
anteriorly. For the in-plane tasks (C, D, and E), the participant started with their upper 
arm parrallel to their torso and their elbow flexed to 90° and reached either forward or 
upward to a horizontal distance of 80% of their forearm length from their starting 
position and then returned to the starting position. C) Forward reach: Each participant 
reached forward with a 2lb dumbbell. D) Upward reach 90: Each participant reached 
upward to shoulder height with a 2lb dumbbell. E) Upward reach 105: Each 
participant reached upward to 15° above shoulder height with a 2lb dumbbell. 
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2.3.3. Upper extremity model 

 A previously developed and validated dynamic upper limb model (Saul et al., 2015) 

implemented in OpenSim (Stanford University, CA) (Delp et al., 2007) was used as a 

foundation for the simulations in this study. Briefly, the model has 7 degrees of freedom 

(DOF) describing shoulder, elbow, and wrist rotations defined using the ISB standards (Wu 

et al., 2005). Humeral rotation was defined using the Y-X-Y Euler angles of rotation; 

elevation plane – thoracohumeral shoulder elevation - internal/external rotation (Figure 2-3). 

Scapula and clavicle rotations were specified using regression equations (de Groot and 

Brand, 2001) dependent on shoulder elevation. A total of 50 Hill-type muscle-tendon 

actuators (Zajac, 1989) were included, 20 of which cross the shoulder, to represent the 32 

muscle-tendon units of the upper extremity (11 crossing the shoulder (Table 2-1). 

 

Figure 2-3: Euler shoulder rotation sequence (Y-X-Y) for the musculoskeletal model. 
Positive elevation plane brings the limb across the anterior portion of the torso. Positive 
shoulder elevation increases thoracohumeral angle, moving the limb away from the 
torso. Internal and external rotations rotate the humerus about the axis connecting the 
humeral head to the elbow. Pure abduction is represented by 0° elevation plane and 
increases in shoulder elevation angle, and pure flexion is represented by 90° elevation 
plane and increases in shoulder elevation angle (Holzbaur et al., 2005, Saul et al., 2015). 
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Table 2-1: Muscle volume and peak force-generating capacity for each group 

 

 We made several alterations to the upper limb model to better represent the 

movements and characteristics of subjects in the study. Shoulder elevation angle and axial 

rotation range of motion were expanded to -95° to 130° and -90° to 180°, respectively, to 

permit the model to reach postures achieved during the task recordings (Vidt, 2014). The 

muscle force-generating parameters of the model represented a 50th percentile male 

(Holzbaur et al., 2007). Three additional group specific models were created to represent the 

force-generating capabilities of a young adult female (Holzbaur et al., 2007), older adult male 

(Vidt et al., 2012) , and older adult female (Vidt et al., 2012) using previously described 

methodology (Vidt, 2014). Briefly, the maximum force-generating capabilities of the muscle-

tendon actuators in the model were scaled by the average muscle volumes ( ) (Equation 
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2-1) previously determined for the groups (Holzbaur et al., 2007, Vidt et al., 2012) (Table 

2-1). Specific tension (σ) was maintained at 50.8N/cm for all groups (Saul et al., 2015). 

Optimal fiber length ( ) and moment arms were assumed to be equivalent for all groups 

based on previously measured values from cadaveric studies (Saul et al., 2015). 

	 ∗  
Equation 2-1

Mass and inertial properties of the bones for both female group models were scaled to a 50th 

percentile female (Gordon et al., 1989b) but were unchanged for the older adult male model. 

The supraspinatus was removed from the model for the older adult subjects in the tear group 

to simulate the torn muscle-tendon unit. All subsequent simulation analyses were performed 

using the group specific models. 

2.3.4. Kinematic analysis 

Marker data were tracked and smoothed within Cortex (Motion Analysis Corp., Santa 

Rosa, CA). The model segment lengths were scaled to each individual based upon a static 

posture in which all of the markers were visible. Inverse kinematics was performed within 

OpenSim using the scaled model and the resulting joint kinematics were filtered with a zero-

phase filter within Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). The movement initiation, target 

achievement, and end times were manually identified. Task kinematics were normalized to 

the total completion time to permit comparisons between participants and between tasks.  

2.3.5. Calculation of required strength 

 Required shoulder strength for each participant to perform each task was calculated 

from their self-selected kinematic strategy. Joint moments required to perform the specified 
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kinematics were calculated using inverse dynamics and the populational specific model 

associated with the particular participant. Joint angles, established from inverse kinematics, 

were input into the OpenSim inverse dynamics solver using the Matlab interface to reduce 

total computation time. Resulting joint moments were partitioned into 6 moment directions 

representing action of functional groups of muscles: positive elevation plane, negative 

elevation plane, positive shoulder elevation, negative shoulder elevation, internal rotation, 

and external rotation (Figure 2-3).  

 To calculate the average moment required to successfully complete the task, the 

moment at each time point throughout the duration of the task was summed and divided by 

the percentage of time the moment direction of interest was non-zero. This was performed 

for each participant for each of the 6 moment directions. Peak required moment for each 

moment direction throughout the duration of the task was also calculated. An estimate of the 

total strength required (Ts) at the shoulder was determined for each task (Equation 2-2), 

where i represents a direction. Group averages were obtained for average requirements, peak 

requirements, and total strength measurements.  

	  Equation 2-2

2.3.6. Calculation of maximum available strength 

 We determined from the measures of required strength the most demanding tasks for 

each moment direction. Percentage of the maximum available moment that was used for each 

task by moment direction combination was calculated. To accomplish this, we first calculated 

the maximum available shoulder strength in each posture throughout the duration of each 
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task as the maximum isometric moment-generating capacity of the model in that posture 

using the populational model specific to the participant of interest. We assumed maximum 

activation of each muscle in every posture throughout the duration of the task and every 

muscle that was able to contribute to the moment direction of interest in a given posture was 

included in the estimate (Holzbaur et al., 2005). Percentage of the available moment used 

was calculated for each posture by dividing the maximum available moment by the required 

moment for that posture calculated from the inverse dynamics. Peak percentage of available 

moment used was computed for each moment direction within each task and group averages 

were calculated. 

2.3.7. Statistical analysis 

 To evaluate if group (young adults, healthy older adults, and older adults with a 

supraspinatus tear) had a significant effect on required average and peak strength, a one-way 

ANOVA was used within each moment direction by task combination with moment as the 

dependent variable and group as the independent variable. To evaluate if task requirements 

affected required average and peak moment a one-way ANOVA was employed with moment 

as the dependent variable and task as the independent variable. Lastly, we quantified group 

differences in peak percentage of available moment used by implementing a one-way 

ANOVA with peak percentage of available moment used as the dependent variable and 

group as the independent variable. Post hoc Tukey-Kramer tests were implemented when the 

ANOVA exhibited significance. All statistical analyses were performed using SAS (Cary, 

NC) and p<0.05 we considered significant. 
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2.4. Results 

 Data were available for all but three subject task combinations. One male and one 

female in the RTC group were unable to perform perineal care and upward reach 105, 

respectively, due to pain in the upper limb during task performance. Data collected for 

perineal care for one young adult male was unusable because the movement exceeded the 

range of motion that could be reached by the model. 

 Group was only a significant factor for internal rotation for perineal care (average 

p<0.001, peak p=0.015) and external rotation for forward reach (average p=0.007, peak 

p=0.048). Task was a significant factor in average required strength for all moment directions 

except positive elevation plane; task was a significant factor for the maximum required 

strength for all moment directions (Figure 2-4). Axilla wash required the largest average and 

peak moments for negative elevation plane, external rotation, and negative shoulder 

elevation. Perineal care required the largest average and peak moments for positive elevation 

plane and internal rotation. Upward reach 105 required the largest average and peak moment 

for positive shoulder elevation. Although upward reach 105 required the largest total average 

strength, axilla wash required the most total peak strength (Table 2-2). Complete data tables 

appear in Appendix A. 
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Figure 2-4: Average (A) and peak (B) required shoulder moment for each moment direction within each task. * indicates a 
significant task effect (p<0.05) as determined from a one-way ANOVA. Largest average and peak required strength for any 
moment direction for any task for any participant were 10.0Nm and 25.2Nm respectively. 
 

 

Table 2-2: Total average and peak strength required  

 

Average (Nm) 8.11 ± 2.49 5.93 ± 1.42 7.85 ± 1.35 8.34 ± 1.35 8.74 ± 2.00
Peak (Nm) 17.06 ± 6.50 13.19 ± 6.31 14.08 ± 4.49 14.46 ± 4.47 15.80 ± 5.16

Upward reach 105Axilla wash Perineal care Forward reach Upward reach 90
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  Young adults used less of their available moment-generating capacity compared to 

both healthy older adults and older adults with a supraspinatus tear (Figure 2-5). No group 

used more than 43% of maximum moment-generating capacity. Significant group differences 

were present for positive shoulder elevation (p=0.002), internal rotation (p=0.023), and 

external rotation (p=0.024). However, post hoc Tukey-Kramer tests did not exhibit 

significant differences between the groups of older adults for any moment direction tested. 

2.5. Discussion 

 This study reports new measurements of strength at the shoulder required to perform 

five upper limb functional tasks. We determined that age separately or in concert with a 

supraspinatus tear did not significantly change the required strength at the shoulder. 

However, the kinematic requirements of specific tasks altered required shoulder strength, 

with larger average demand in upward reaching tasks and larger peak demand in the axilla 

wash task. Strength loss associated with age significantly increased the proportion of 

available strength required when lifting the arm away from the body (increasing 

thoracohumeral angle).  

 One prior study analyzed similar functional tasks in a small group of young and 

middle aged men (Murray and Johnson, 2004), and applied a qualitative metric of total 

strength, considering moments about the shoulder and elbow. That study reported that 

upward reaching tasks required more total strength than an axilla wash task, which only 

ranked 8th out of the 10 tasks performed. Here we show that upward reaching tasks also 

required the highest average strength, using a quantitative estimate that integrates strength 

measures from the shoulder only. 
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Figure 2-5: Peak percentage of available moment used for young adults, older adults, 
and older adults with a supraspinatus tear. Moment directions by task combinations 
analyzed represent the tasks the required the largest peak moment for the particular 
moment direction. * represents a significance (p<0.05) difference. Post hoc Tukey-
Kramer tests exhibited that young adults used significant less positive shoulder 
elevation compared to healthy older adults (p=0.005). However young adults used 
significantly less positive shoulder elevation (p=0.011), internal (p=0.023) and external 
(p=0.026) rotation moment compared to older adults with a supraspinatus tear.  
 

However, we identify the axilla wash as requiring larger peak total strength. We did not 

include the elbow in our analyses. In addition, unlike the previous work which used clinical 

definitions of shoulder rotations (abduction and flexion), we employed the ISB standard 

shoulder rotation sequence (Wu et al., 2005) which makes direct comparisons between the 

two studies difficult (van Andel et al., 2008). Clinical definitions are limited in their utility 
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for out-of-out plane motions which many upper limb daily tasks, such as axilla wash and 

perineal care, employ (van Andel et al., 2008). Further, the previous study did not explicitly 

define start and end points for the tasks. To facilitate future comparisons necessary to 

describe shoulder strength requirements in the upper limb, a common rotation sequence (such 

as the ISB standard) and explicit descriptions of the task requirements are needed (van Andel 

et al., 2008).  

 Despite the known effects of age and rotator cuff injury, such as decreases in strength 

(Aniansson et al., 1983, Itoi et al., 1997, Rantanen et al., 1997, Rantanen et al., 1998, Hughes 

et al., 1999, Hughes et al., 2001, Oh et al., 2010b, Stenholm et al., 2012, Vidt et al., 2012, 

Daly et al., 2013b) and altered movement strategies (Cooke et al., 1989, Darling et al., 1989, 

Seidler et al., 2002, Steenbrink et al., 2010, Verrel et al., 2012), there were no differences in 

the shoulder strength required by any group. This extends previous findings in light assembly 

work using young and older adult females that demonstrated similar required shoulder 

strength across age groups in the first session of fatiguing task performance (Murray and 

Johnson, 2004). Tasks performed in both studies required that subjects be seated and only 

required small or no load. Altered postural or load demands that place a larger burden on the 

upper limb may elicit functional changes (Prioli et al., 2006, Liao and Lin, 2008, Norris and 

Medley, 2011, Tsai and Lin, 2015) in older adults that could modify the strength 

requirements at the shoulder; this should be explored in future studies. 

 For the first time, the required strength is presented in light of the available strength 

capacity of the shoulder across the postures employed in the tasks. Each functional task 

requires a minimum strength below which successful performance is not possible (Buchner et 

al., 1996); strength capacity above this limit is referred to as reserve strength (Buchner et al., 
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1996). Positive shoulder elevation exhibited the greatest sensitivity to age-related strength 

loss. However, no group used more than 37% of their available strength for this moment 

direction leaving 63% of the available strength in reserve. Others have shown that gait 

becomes impaired when lower limb muscles are weakened by more 40% of their maximum 

force-generating capacity (van der Krogt et al., 2012). If the upper limb has a similar 

threshold, at a minimum, all groups could withstand an additional 18% reduction in strength 

and still be able to perform the functional tasks using similar kinematic strategies. Methods 

which allow for the calculation of strength requirements for individual muscles, such as 

computed muscle control (Thelen et al., 2003, Thelen and Anderson, 2006), which was used 

in the gait study (van der Krogt et al., 2012), should be exploited to accurately quantify this 

threshold in the upper limb and provide information for targeted interventions. 

 It is important to consider the results of this study in light of its limitations. We 

calculated required strength for the kinematic trajectories chosen by the participants in this 

study. It is possible that other trajectories are available that may require less strength. 

However, it was previously demonstrated that subjects performing pointing tasks throughout 

the workspace choose postures that require minimal muscle effort (De Sapio et al., 2006), 

suggesting that subjects are likely to be using task trajectories that minimize strength 

requirements for these target reaching tasks. Upper limb strength was not directly measured 

for the participants and should be quantified in future studies to define available strength 

more accurately. Although both males and females were recruited for this study, sex 

differences were not explicitely analyzed and should be considered in future work since 

females, on average, are significantly weaker than males (Holzbaur et al., 2007, Vidt et al., 

2012), which could place them at increased risk for disability due to strength loss. Older 
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adults participating in this study were between the ages of 61 and 68 years old; generalization 

to individuals older than this range should be done with caution. Calculation of peak 

available strength was performed in static postures with full muscle activation, which 

represented the maximum isometric strength of the model in that posture. Therefore, the 

calculated percentage of available moment used was conservative. Future calculations of 

reserve strength used should incorporate analyses that consider the velocity dependence of 

muscle force and temporal delays in activation such as CMC (Thelen et al., 2003, Thelen and 

Anderson, 2006). 

 In conclusion, we observed that age, separately or in concert with a degenerative 

supraspinatus tear, does not alter the strength requirements at the shoulder for daily tasks 

which involve the upper limb. Future studies should explore the influence of increased load 

or postural demands on the upper extremity, which may elicit changes in movement strategy 

leading to altered strength requirements. Task requirements significantly influenced required 

strength at the shoulder, providing motivation for future studies which explore other portions 

of the upper limb workspace beyond those studied here. Older adults with and without a 

supraspinatus tear used a larger percentage of the available strength than the young adults for 

shoulder elevation. Therefore, strength loss related to this degree of freedom should be a 

focus of future studies. 
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3.1. Abstract 

 Longitudinal studies of upper extremity aging in humans include logistical concerns 

that animal models can overcome. The vervet is a promising species with which to study 

aging related processes. However, age-related changes in upper extremity muscle structure 

have not been quantified in this species. This study measured age-related changes to muscle 

structure, examined relationships between muscle structure and measures of physical 

performance, and evaluated the presence of rotator cuff tears. 

 Muscle structure: volume, optimal fiber length, physiological cross-sectional area 

(PCSA), of 10 upper extremity muscles was quantified from the right upper limb of 5 middle 

aged and 6 older adult female vervets.    

  Total measured PCSA was smaller (p=0.001) in the older adult vervets than the 

middle aged vervets. Muscle volume reduction predominate the age-related reductions in 

PCSA. Total measured PCSA was not correlated to any measures of physical performance. 

No rotator cuff tears were observed. Supraspinatus volume was relatively larger and deltoid 

volume relatively smaller in the vervet compared to a human. 

 The vervet is an appropriate translational model for age-related upper extremity 

muscle volume loss. Functional measures were not correlated to PCSA, suggesting the 

vervets may have enough strength for normal function despite loss of muscle tissue. Reduced 

relative demand on the supraspinatus may be responsible for the lack of naturally occurring 

rotator cuff tears.  
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3.2. Introduction 

Age-related changes to muscle structure and function in the upper limb are thought to 

be associated with progression to disability in humans, and thus quantifying these features is 

important for providing context for both healthy aging and other musculoskeletal disorders of 

the upper limb when they occur in an older patient group. Age-related changes to skeletal 

muscle are well known, but have largely been evaluated in cross-sectional studies (Narici and 

Maffulli, 2010). In the upper limb specifically, declines in muscle volume (Rice et al., 1989, 

Akagi et al., 2009, Vidt et al., 2012) and increased levels of fat and connective tissue (Rice et 

al., 1989) have been reported. Further, relationships between structural and functional 

changes are limited; longitudinal studies of the upper limb have primarily measured either 

grip (Kallman et al., 1990, Rantanen et al., 1998, Metter et al., 2002, Stenholm et al., 2012, 

Daly et al., 2013b) or elbow strength (Aniansson et al., 1983, Rantanen et al., 1997, Frontera 

et al., 2000, Hughes et al., 2001), but not more complex tasks and corresponding 

measurements of skeletal muscle mass were not consistently measured or were not specific to 

the upper limb (Hughes et al., 2001, Metter et al., 2002). 

 Understanding longitudinal changes to muscle structure, function, and the interplay 

between the two would lend insight into early predictive factors for future disability that are 

difficult to assess in a cross-sectional study design. However high cost, long life span, and 

the need for invasive measurements to fully characterize skeletal muscle make longitudinal 

studies of the musculoskeletal system difficult to perform in humans. An animal model of 

upper extremity aging would more easily allow for longitudinal studies by limiting many of 

the logistical concerns associated with human subjects. Unfortunately, data regarding 

musculoskeletal degeneration in animals resulting strictly from normal aging are limited 
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(Hagen et al., 2004, McKiernan et al., 2011, Choi et al., 2013, Plate et al., 2013a, Plate et al., 

2013b)  and many of the animal models are small, quadrupedal, or have bony geometry that 

is substantially different from that of a human (Derwin et al., 2010b, Longo et al., 2011, Plate 

et al., 2013a). A non-human primate model may offer a solution that mitigates many of these 

problems (Plate et al., 2013a). 

 Previous data suggest that the African vervet monkey (Chlorocebus pygerythrus) may 

be a promising species to use as a human surrogate to study age-related changes in physical 

function and in the upper extremity. Reductions in muscle fiber force in the vastus lateralis 

were present in older vervets (Choi et al., 2013). Although it is unclear if the upper extremity 

musculature experiences the same decline. Older vervets demonstrated age-related 

deteriorations of the shoulder similar to reports in older adult humans including; degeneration 

of the glenoid, increased glenoid retroversion, and decreased supraspinatus superficial cross-

sectional area (Plate et al., 2013a). Similarly, measures of physical performance that 

incorporate the upper extremity were diminished in older vervets (Shively et al., 2012, Choi 

et al., 2013, Plate et al., 2013a). However, within this vervet species, age-related changes to 

the upper extremity musculature have not been evaluated and degenerative rotator cuff tears, 

a common age-related injury affecting older adult humans (Yamamoto et al., 2010), have not 

been described (Plate et al., 2013a). 

Quantifying age-related changes in the upper extremity musculature is necessary 

before the vervet can be appropriately evaluated as a human surrogate for longitudinal 

studies on upper extremity aging. To this end, we sought to expand upon the findings of age-

related bony degeneration and decreased fiber cross sectional area in the superficial portion 

of the supraspinatus in this vervet species by measuring the physiological cross sectional area 
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(PCSA) of 10 upper extremity muscles important for upper limb function. PCSA combines 

measurements of volume and fiber length and is proportional to force-generating capacity. 

We also sought to determine how PCSA affects physical performance and the presence of 

rotator cuff tears.  

3.3. Materials and Methods 

The right upper limb of 5 middle aged (MA) and 6 older adult (OA) female African 

vervets (Chlorocebus pygerythrus) were obtained from a previously-studied population of 

vervets (Table 3-1). Current reports list vervets above the age of 20 as elderly, with the 26.4 

year old in the current study the oldest known female vervet in captivity originating from the 

original colony (Plate et al., 2013a). Briefly, all animals were housed in social groups at the 

Wake Forest Primate Center and were allowed to traverse the inside/outside pens at their own 

leisure. Feeding was ad libitum. Physical performance (walking speed, % time hanging, and 

% time climbing) was measured for the animals as described previously (Shively et al., 2012, 

Choi et al., 2013, Plate et al., 2013a). Euthanasia was performed as part of a larger 

experiment exploring immunological and physiological parameters and their relationship to 

aging. Following sacrifice, the right upper extremity was removed from the torso and frozen. 

Each limb was thawed over a period of 24 hours, skinned, and fixed in 10% 

phosphate buffered formalin for 24 hours. Prior to fixation, the limb was placed in a neutral 

shoulder and wrist posture with 90° of elbow flexion and attached to an aluminum plate via 

the spine. Each limb was then removed from the formalin and placed in a 70% ethanol 

solution for a minimum of 24 hours to preserve the fixation and rinse any excess formalin. 

Measurements of arm length (acromion to lateral epicondyle) and forearm length (lateral 

epicondyle to ulnar styloid) were made using digital calipers. 
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Table 3-1: Characteristics of vervet specimens 

 

The muscle-tendon unit of the four rotator cuff muscles (subscapularis, infraspinatus, 

supraspinatus, and teres minor), teres major, deltoid, biceps, triceps, coracobrachialis, and 

brachialis were dissected from the skeleton. Care was taken to ensure the entire muscle- 

tendon unit was removed from the skeleton. Prior to dissection, rotator cuff tendons were 

visually inspected for tears. Subscapularis, infraspinatus, deltoid, triceps, and biceps were all 

divided into subsections according to previous descriptions of muscle architecture (Hogfors 

et al., 1987, Van der Helm and Veenbaas, 1991) for a total of 18 muscle-tendon units (Table 

3-2). Following dissection, excess connective tissue and fat was removed from the muscle-

tendon unit and each muscle-tendon unit was stored in a 70% ethanol solution. 

Measurements of muscle length and volume were made for each of the 18 muscle-

tendon units. Tendon was removed at the muscle-tendon junction and muscle belly length 

was measured using digital calipers and defined as the distance from the most proximal point 

to the most distal point. The 70% ethanol solution was placed in a graduated cylinder and 

muscle volume was determined as the difference in volume with and without the muscle. 
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Location of the meniscus was determined from high resolution photos (57.37 pixels/ml) of 

each cylinder and calculated using Image J (Schneider et al., 2012). 

Following fixation and gross muscle measurements, thin strips of muscle fibers were 

dissected from the interior of the muscle using fine sharp dissection (Langenderfer et al., 

2004) and fiber length  was measured using digital calipers. Fibers were dissected from 

different locations within the muscle belly to ensure the entire muscle belly was represented. 

A microscope was used to dissect the fibers into smaller bundles and these bundles were 

mounted on a microscope slide for sarcomere length measurements and a cover slip was 

added.   

A custom built laser diffractometer (Thor Labs, HRP050-1, 5.0mW@633nm) was 

used to determine the sarcomere lengths for each dissected fiber (Yeh et al., 1980). Digital 

calipers were used to measure the width of the 1st order diffraction band (y) which was used 

to calculate the sarcomere length  (Equation 3-1, Equation 3-2): where λ is the laser 

wave-length (633nm) and L is the distance from the microscope slide to the diffraction 

surface. 

 
sin

 Equation 3-1

 tan  
Equation 3-2

Repeatability of the caliper measurements was ±0.32mm, corresponding to ±0.048μm 

for sarcomere lengths. Optimal fiber length was calculated for each sarcomere measurement 

by normalizing the measured sarcomere length by the optimal sarcomere length (2.8μm) 

determined for mammalian muscle (Equation 3-3) (Lieber et al., 1994). Optimal muscle 

length  was determined in the same manner. Optimal fiber length (Equation 3-4) and 
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optimal muscle length (Equation 3-5) were also calculated for the whole muscle: where t 

equals the number of subsections (subscapularis=3, infraspinatus=2, deltoid=3, triceps=3, 

biceps=2). Relative length (Equation 3-6) of the rotator cuff muscles was calculated to 

facilitate comparisons between vervet and other animal species. 

 2.8
 Equation 3-3

 ∑ ∗

∑
 Equation 3-4

 ∑ ∗

∑
 Equation 3-5

 
Relative length =  Equation 3-6

PCSA was calculated by dividing the muscle volume by optimal fiber length (Murray 

et al., 2000). A representative cross-sectional area (CSA) was calculated by dividing muscle 

volume by optimal muscle length. For muscles with multiple subsections (subscapularis, 

infraspinatus, deltoid, triceps, and biceps) whole muscle PCSA was calculated by adding the 

PCSA from each section (Murray et al., 2000). Total measured PCSA was calculated by 

adding the PCSA for every muscle. 

 The primary outcome of this study was to evaluate whether there are differences 

between old and middle aged animals in total measured PCSA; a Student t-test was used for 

this purpose. Effect of total measured PCSA on measures of physical performance previously 

measured in the same animals was quantified for all animals and each age group using linear 

regression models. T-tests were used to compare the components of PCSA (volume and 

optimal fiber length) for each muscle between the groups. Total rotator cuff PCSA was 
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compared between groups using a t-test. PCSA fraction for each rotator cuff muscle 

(subscapularis, infraspinatus, supraspinatus, teres minor) and the deltoid was calculated by 

dividing the PCSA of the muscle by the total rotator cuff PCSA and compared between 

groups using Student t-tests. Volume fraction was calculated and compared in the same way. 

All statistical tests were performed in SAS (Cary, NC) and statistical significance was 

defined as p<0.05. Due to the exploratory nature of this study, corrections for multiple 

comparisons were not performed. 

3.4. Results 

Despite no differences in body mass, upper arm length, and forearm length between 

the middle age and older vervets (Table 3-1), the older vervets had significantly smaller total 

measured PCSA than the middle age vervets (p=0.001) (Table 3-2, Figure 3-1). Older PCSA 

was smaller for every individual muscle studied and 10 of the 18 muscles exhibited 

significant decreases. The lateral head of the triceps exhibited the largest reduction in PCSA 

between groups (38.97%), and the supraspinatus exhibited the smallest reduction in PCSA 

(12.55%) (Figure 3-2). Total measured PCSA was not significantly correlated to any of the 

physical performance measures when the middle aged and older adults were considered 

together for statistical analysis walking speed (r2 = 0.0843, p = 0.3863), % time hanging (r2 = 

0.0247, p=0.644), % time climbing (r2 = 0.0736, p = 0.420). Similarly, when the same 

analysis was repeated for each age group separately, PCSA was not correlated to any 

physical performance measure for either age group.  

Mean muscle volume in the older adults was numerically smaller for every single 

muscle studied and was statistically different in 10 of the 18 muscles (Table 3-2). The 

posterior portion of the deltoid (36.25%) and the superior portion of the infraspinatus 
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(15.88%) exhibited the largest and smallest volumes reductions, respectively. Optimal fiber 

length for the posterior portion of the deltoid was significantly shorter for the older vervets 

due to a decrease in measured fiber length; no other muscles exhibited a significant 

difference in optimal fiber length. 

Despite significant differences in total rotator cuff (supraspinatus, infraspinatus, 

subscapularis, and teres minor) PCSA (p=0.008), there were no significant differences in the 

rotator cuff PCSA fraction between the older and middle aged vervets for any muscle. The 

same was true for volume fraction (Figure 3-3). Subscapularis made up the largest proportion 

of the rotator cuff PCSA for both older (48.03±3.75%) and middle aged vervets 

(48.96±3.39%) and teres minor made up the smallest (older = 6.22±0.84% and middle = 

6.70±1.04%) (Table 3-3). The deltoid measured 30.11±4.94% and 35.64±2.34% of the 

rotator cuff PCSA for the older and middle aged vervets respectively. Upon visual inspection 

of both the articular and bursal side (Figure 3-4) there were no rotator cuff tears present. 

Unlike hominoids, such as humans, chimpanzees, and orangutans, the vervets did not have a 

“true” rotator cuff in which the supraspinatus, infraspinatus, subscapularis, and teres minor 

share a common insertion site (Figure 3-4) (Sonnabend and Young, 2009). Complete data 

tables appear in Appendix B.  
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Table 3-2: Mean (standard deviation) of anatomic parameters 
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Figure 3-1: Total measured PCSA vs age for the older adult (OA) and middle aged 
(MA) vervets. 
 

3.5. Discussion 

We examined age-related differences in the physiological cross-sectional area 

(PCSA) of 18 muscles of the right upper extremity in a cohort of 5 middle aged and 6 older 

adult female vervet monkeys. We observed that, despite similarities in body mass and arm 

length, total measured PCSA was significantly smaller in the older vervets. Reduced PCSA 

was driven by an overall loss of muscle volume, rather than changes in optimal fiber length, 

which were not observed.  
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Figure 3-2: Older adult individual muscle PCSA as a percentage of middle aged PCSA.  
There was not a preferential decrease in PCSA of any muscle group in the older adults. 
Of the rotator cuff muscles, teres minor had the largest decrease in PCSA (22.7%) and 
supraspinatus had smallest (12.5%). ⱡ: indicates a rotator cuff muscle. 
 

 Multiple cross-sectional studies in human volunteers have demonstrated reduced 

upper extremity muscle volume in older adults (Rice et al., 1989, Akagi et al., 2009, Vidt et 

al., 2012).  While age-related muscle volume loss has been established in lower limb of 

animal models (Hagen et al., 2004, McKiernan et al., 2011), to our knowledge the current 
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study is the first to observe age-related upper extremity muscle volume loss in an animal 

model. This observation provides support for the vervet monkey as an animal model for age-

related upper extremity muscle volume loss.  

Prevalence of rotator cuff tears in humans increases with advancing age, with the incidence 

reaching 50% in adults over age 70 (Yamamoto et al., 2010). Older vervets presented with no 

grossly detectable rotator cuff tears. This extends previous findings of the left upper limb of 

the same vervets (Plate et al., 2013a). 

 

Figure 3-3: Volume fraction for vervet and female young adult (Holzbaur YA) and 
older adult (Vidt OA) humans as determined by a percentage of the total rotator cuff 
volume (Holzbaur et al., 2007, Vidt et al., 2012). There were no statistical differences 
between the older adult (OA) and middle aged (MA) vervet volume fractions for any 
muscle. When combined, the vervet supraspinatus volume fraction (24%) was larger 
than the humans (14%) and the vervet deltoid volume fraction (52%) was smaller than 
the humans (112%). 
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Table 3-3: Comparison of vervet, capuchin, and chimpanzee. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-4: Representative bursal-surface view of rotator cuff muscle-tendon units and 
their anatomical insertion sites. Unlike hominoids, such as humans, chimpanzees, and 
orangutans, the vervets did not have a “true” rotator cuff which is indicated by a lack 
of distinction between the tendon insertion sites of the supraspinatus, infraspinatus, 
subscapularis, and teres minor (Sonnabend and Young, 2009). No tears were discovered 
during dissection. 
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Vervet monkeys employ the supraspinatus, the most commonly torn cuff muscle-tendon 

unit (Sano et al., 1999), as a dynamic stablizer similar to humans (Larson and Stern, 1989). 

However, our results indicate that the vervet supraspinatus represents a much larger 

proportion of the total rotator cuff volume (24%) than in a human (14%) (Holzbaur et al., 

2007, Vidt et al., 2012). Additionally, the vervet deltoid volume is only 52% of the total 

rotator cuff volume while the human deltoid is 112% (Figure 3-3). Similarly to a previous 

study in knuckle walking non-human primates (Pan troglodytes) (Potau et al., 2009), these 

two findings suggest a reduced relative demand on the supraspinatus in this vervet model. In 

humans, a lifetime of increased demand on a proportionally smaller supraspinatus from the 

action of a proportionally larger deltoid may predispose the supraspinatus to age-related 

tearing. Due to the lack of naturally occurring rotator cuff tears, it would be necessary to 

inflict a tear in a vervet model, as is done in other animal models used to study rotator cuff 

injury. However, the vervet may be a useful model of atrophy and fatty infiltration, common 

muscle changes associated with rotator cuff tears (Melis et al., 2009), as these changes may 

be exaggerated and occur more quickly in the supraspinatus due to its large PCSA and 

subsequently increased role in movement.  

Previous architectural analyses of other primate species suggest that chimpanzee (Pan 

troglodytes) and capuchin (cebus apella) have rotator cuff muscle architecture more similar 

to human rotator cuff than large and small quadrupedal animals (Mathewson et al., 2014). 

Specifically the volume fraction of the muscles of the rotator cuff and the relative length of 

the muscles (Equation 3-6) were similar to that of humans. The same parameters for the 

vervet rotator cuff muscles in this study are similar (Table 3-3). However, the relative deltoid 

PCSA was not determined for the capuchin or the chimpanzee in the previous study, which 
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may be an important factor for establishing the appropriateness of a rotator cuff model with 

regard to tear propensity. Further, it should be noted that, while the vervet is an old world 

monkey, the capuchin and chimpanzee are considered new world monkeys and advanced 

primates, respectively. New world monkeys and advanced primates exhibit tendinous 

connection between rotator cuff tendons, while the vervet (Figure 3-4) and other older 

monkeys do not (Sonnabend and Young, 2009). This suggests that other factors beyond 

architectural parameters should be taken into consideration when considering an animal 

model for the rotator cuff.  

In humans, the relationship between joint strength and overall function is important for 

understanding upper extremity disability and associated therapies. Because PCSA is 

proportional to muscle force-generating capacity (Lieber, 2002), we expected that reduced 

PCSA would be associated with a corresponding reduction in functional performance. 

Contrary to this hypothesis, total measured PCSA was not significantly correlated with 

walking speed, % time climbing, or % time hanging within either age group or when all 

vervets were considered together. Any strength capacity that exists above the strength 

requirements of a task is referred to as reserve strength (Buchner et al., 1996). In humans, it 

has been reported that small reductions in strength result in large functional declines only 

when strength falls below the minimum required strength to perform a task and reserve 

strength is zero (Buchner et al., 1996). We hypothesize that the older vervets, despite the 

substantial reduction in PCSA, retained reserve strength above the strength requirements of 

the measured functional tasks. Retaining reserve strength would indicate that in order to 

successfully perform the tasks, it is unnecessary for all of the available motor units to be 

recruited and/or unnecessary for all of the recruited motor units to be fully activated. In a 
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previous study of these vervets, it was demonstrated that these functional measures are 

significantly correlated to degenerative bony changes (Plate et al., 2013a), suggesting that 

discomfort due to age-related degenerative changes in the joint, rather than reduced strength, 

may impair function in these animals. Accurate measurements of strength and functional 

measures that include fatigue may prove more sensitive to reductions in PCSA and should be 

explored. Inclusion of other upper extremity musculature, including the pectoralis and 

latissimus dorsi, in the total PCSA calculation is prudent in determining the full extent of the 

effect of age-related PCSA reductions on functional performance.  

There are limitations to the current study that should be considered. Architectural 

parameters were not measured for all of the upper extremity muscles due to method of upper 

extremity removal from the torso following sacrifice. While the inclusion of more muscles is 

not expected to significantly alter the weak relationships between total PCSA and functional 

performance, future characterization of these architectural parameters would provide a more 

complete picture of age-related PCSA loss and would allow for additional comparison of the 

vervet muscle structure to those obtained for other non-human primates (Cheng and Scott, 

2000, Anapol and Gray, 2003, Graham and Scott, 2003, Oishi et al., 2008, Ogihara et al., 

2009, Potau et al., 2009, Kikuchi, 2010). Only female vervets were included in this study. 

Although it is unclear if hormonal imbalances due to aging or menstrual cycle phase affect 

the results of this study, previous work found that lean body mass in adult human women 

was approximately 64% of that in men from regardless of decade of life indicating that 

women and men lose muscle mass at approximately the same rate (Narici and Maffulli, 

2010). Further, functional performance in macque monkeys and human women do not vary 

based on menstrual cycle phase (Barger et al., 2008). However, future work should include 
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male vervets to ensure any gender differences in the age-related decline of PCSA are 

captured.  

3.6. Conclusion 

 The results of this study suggest that the vervet monkey provides an appropriate 

translational model for studying longitudinal age-related muscle volume loss in the upper 

extremity. Future work relating the muscle volume changes to functional performance should 

consider additional measurements of strength or functional measures that include fatigue. 

Although naturally occurring age-related rotator cuff tears have not been observed in the 

vervets, the large size of the supraspinatus may make it an adequate muscle-tendon unit in 

which to study fatty infiltration and atrophy associated with naturally occurring rotator cuff 

tears. Furthermore, when considering an appropriate rotator cuff tear translational model, the 

relative size of the deltoid should be taken into consideration. The similarities to humans in 

both the anatomical features and age-related musculoskeletal changes suggest that there may 

be a benefit for the use of the vervet in translational research involving healthy aging of the 

upper extremity.  
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4.1. Abstract 

 Surgical repair of large full-thickness rotator cuff tears can be complicated by high 

passive forces in the torn tendon. Using a graft material bridge could mitigate high repair 

tensions, but active and passive muscle forces following a bridging repair have not been 

explored. Such understanding is needed for evidence-based decisions regarding graft material 

selection and would provide a foundation for development of improved graft materials. 

 We simulated a bridging repair of a 3cm supraspinatus tendon tear for each of 5 

commercially-available graft materials when placed in series with an existing computational 

model of a torn supraspinatus muscle-tendon. Simulations assessed active and passive force-

generating capacity of the repair construct throughout abduction, considering graft effects on 

muscle activation and force-generation.  

 Full activation could not be achieved by any construct in postures <14° abduction 

without exceeding published maximum stress-strain values for the graft materials. Passive 

forces were reduced for all constructs compared to a standard primary repair and an intact 

supraspinatus. Peak force-generating capacity of repair constructs ranged from 25% to 58% 

of an intact supraspinatus. 

 We conclude that graft material selection is an important determinant in force-

generating capacity following a bridging repair of the supraspinatus. The use of these graft 

materials may reduce the high passive forces seen in a standard primary repair. Muscle 

activation was limited in abducted postures for all constructs potentially indicating a loss of 

function in these postures.  
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4.2. Introduction  

 Repairing massive, full-thickness, rotator cuff tears remains technically challenging, 

with reported retear rates ranging from 20% to 90% (Galatz et al., 2004, Burkhart et al., 

2007, Derwin et al., 2010a). Surgical repair of chronic, retracted, full-thickness rotator cuff 

tears can be complicated by high passive forces in the torn muscle-tendon unit, making 

tendon apposition to its anatomical insertion difficult. Passive muscle forces following a 

standard repair of a large supraspinatus tear can be 20 times greater than an intact rotator cuff 

in some postures (Saul et al., 2011). These increased passive forces impair tendon-to-bone 

healing, thus contributing to recurrent tearing (Gimbel et al., 2004). Additionally, there may 

be diminished shoulder function even following repair due to degenerative muscle changes 

(Harryman et al., 1991, Goutallier et al., 1994, Meyer et al., 2005) and decreased moment-

generating capacity of the muscle due to the stretch in the muscle (Saul et al., 2011). 

 Bridging repairs are intended to mitigate the passive repair tension and the negative 

biomechanical consequences of standard, primary rotator cuff repair techniques (Aurora et 

al., 2007, Derwin et al., 2010a, Chaudhury et al., 2011, Saul et al., 2011). Extra cellular 

matrix (ECM) grafting scaffolds have become available as bridging devices for the repair of 

full-thickness rotator cuff tears. Although the use of these graft materials as bridging 

constructs is an “off label” use according to the FDA (Aurora et al., 2011), animal models of 

a bridging repair of the supraspinatus have demonstrated histological incorporation of the 

graft material into normal tendon-like structures in addition to a producing a limited immune 

response (Adams et al., 2006, Ide et al., 2009). Furthermore, bridging repairs in a canine 

infraspinatus displayed equivalent ultimate failure stress when compared to the autologous 

tendon which was excised and then directly repaired. However, the biomechanical data is 
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limited to the passive characteristics of the repair, such as pull-out strength and failure load, 

and does not consider the active force-generating capability of the muscle. Clinical success is 

variable at improving functional outcome scores and reducing retear risk in large to massive 

rotator cuff tears (Metcalf et al., 2002, Sclamberg et al., 2004, Iannotti et al., 2006, Walton et 

al., 2007, Wong et al., 2010, Encalada-Diaz et al., 2011, Rotini et al., 2011), with reported 

retear rates of bridging repairs ranging from 0% to 100% (Sclamberg et al., 2004, Moore et 

al., 2006, Soler et al., 2007, Bond et al., 2008, Gupta et al., 2012). The lack of objective 

functional data such as strength measurements and variable retear rates suggest a paramount 

need to understand the in vivo biomechanical consequences of using graft materials as 

bridging constructs. 

 The biomechanical responses of the currently commercially available ECM graft 

materials are known to be highly variable (Derwin et al., 2006, Yoder and Elliott, 2010, 

Chaudhury et al., 2011). Therefore, bridging repair constructs may respond differently to 

physiologic loading. A more detailed understanding of the active and passive muscle forces 

produced by the repaired construct following a bridging procedure would allow surgeons to 

make evidence-based decisions regarding whether it is reasonable to expect that graft 

materials used as bridging constructs can limit passive forces or reduce the negative 

biomechanical consequences of a standard repair. 

 Computational modeling of a bridging repair of the rotator cuff provides a foundation 

to isolate the effect of the graft material on the mechanical response of the affected muscle. 

Previous studies have successfully used upper extremity musculoskeletal models to assess 

repair strategies in common upper limb orthopaedic reconstruction procedures (Murray et al., 

2002, Saul et al., 2003, Saul et al., 2011, Crouch et al., 2013). With regard to the rotator cuff 
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repair specifically, upper limb musculoskeletal models have been able to accurately represent 

intraoperative passive forces of a torn supraspinatus (Saul et al., 2011) and assess optimal 

repair postures following a large tear (Jackson et al., 2013). The purpose of this study was to 

evaluate the influence of graft material selection among five ECM graft materials for a 

bridging repair of a massive full-thickness tear of the supraspinatus tendon on the reduction 

in passive forces and the functional capability of the repaired supraspinatus. We 

hypothesized that passive tension following a bridging repair is reduced compared to a 

standard primary repair without a graft and extra-cellular matrix graft materials will reduce 

the force-generating capacity of the muscle-tendon unit. 

4.3. Methods 

 The shoulder component of a previously developed and validated three dimensional 

kinematic model of the upper extremity (Holzbaur et al., 2005) for a 50th percentile male 

(Gordon et al., 1989a) was used to simulate a bridging repair of a massive full-thickness tear 

of the supraspinatus tendon, the most frequently torn rotator cuff muscle (Keyes, 1933, Sano 

et al., 1999). A 3cm supraspinatus tendon defect was produced in the model by shortening 

the parameter that represents tendon length from its intact length of 3.95 cm to 0.95 cm 

(Figure 4-1). To simulate a bridging repair, the mathematical representations of five grafting 

materials approved by the FDA for rotator cuff tear repair were inserted in series with the 

modeled supraspinatus tendon tear (Figure 4-1). The  graft materials we represented included 

Allopatch (Musculoskeletal Transplant Foundation, Edison, NJ, USA), Restore (DePuy 

Orthopedics, Warsaw, IN, USA), Cuffpatch (Organogenesis, Canton, MA, USA), 

GraftJacket (Wright Medical Group, Arlington, TN, USA), and Tissuemend (TEI 

Biosciences, Boston, MA, USA). The mechanical response of the graft materials in the 
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simulated bridging repair were taken from the mechanical properties of the graft materials 

(stress vs. strain) reported from previous uniaxial tension tests (Aurora et al., 2007). The 

initial graft length was set to 3 cm, corresponding to the gap length associated with the 

modeled tear. The path of the repaired construct was chosen to be identical to that of the 

intact supraspinatus muscle-tendon unit, satisfying the clinical objective of restoring the 

supraspinatus muscle-tendon path to the humeral insertion (Saul et al., 2011). Graft cross-

sectional area was defined from the manufactured graft thickness (Chao and Harding, 2004, 

Derwin et al., 2008, Longo et al., 2010) (Table 4-1) and the average width of the 

supraspinatus tendon (2.5 cm) (Ruotolo et al., 2004). Attachments between the graft and 

bone and the graft and the tendon (i.e., suture and anchor interfaces) were considered rigid. 

This methodology was chosen such that only the effect of the graft material would be 

studied. Forces in each element (graft, tendon, and muscle) were assumed to be equivalent. 

 The supraspinatus muscle-tendon components in the model are represented by a Hill-

type (Zajac, 1989) muscle-tendon actuator, which use four physiologic parameters (optimal 

fiber length = 6.8cm, physiological cross-sectional area = 3.5 cm2, and pennation angle = 7 

deg) derived from anatomical measurements (Langenderfer et al., 2004) to calculate the 

passive and active force produced as a function of the activation of the muscle and the length 

of muscle and tendon components in a given posture. Activation levels in the muscle can 

range from 0 to 1, where 0 represents no activation and 1 represents maximal muscle 

activation. Submaximal muscle activations scale the active muscle force; for example an 

activation level of 0.5 results in 50% of the active force produced at full activation. 
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Figure 4-1: Anatomical and mathematical schematic of a bridging repair of a full-
thickness supraspinatus tear. Muscle-tendon length (Lmt) was determined from the 
posture of the shoulder (Holzbaur et al., 2005) [A]. The tendon length (Lt) was 
shortened to correspond to a full-thickness tear creating a gap between the insertion 
site and tendon [B]. Graft material was inserted into the gap [C]. The length of the graft 
material (Lg) was set to the gap length. Simulations were performed from 0° to 90° 
degrees of abduction. Mathematical descriptions of the muscle-tendon complex and 
graft material were used to determine the activation of the muscle (α), passive force, 
and force-generating capacity [D].  
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Table 4-1: Summary of graft manufacturing and performance characteristics. 

 
Manufactured 

Thickness 
(mm) 

Maximum 
Permitted 
Activation 

Peak           
Force-

Generating 
Capacity (N) 

Allopatch 0.55 a 0.57 281.39 
Cuffpatch 0.60 b 0.24 118.76 
Restore 1.00 b 0.43 211.77 
Tissuemend 1.00 b 0.29 131.18 
GraftJacket 1.40 c 0.68 264.99 
a: Manufactured graft thickness reported by Derwin et al. 2008. 
b: Manufactured graft thickness reported by Longo et al. 2010. 
c: Manufactured graft thickness reported by Chao and Harding 2004 

 

 For each graft-tendon-muscle construct, we used a mathematical simulation (Matlab, 

Natick, MA) to identify the maximum permitted activation of the supraspinatus muscle that 

would be allowed at abduction postures from 0° to 90° if the graft bridge were used in a 

repair (Figure 3-2). This value was identified such that neither the stress nor strain in the 

modeled graft material exceeded the peak reported values published in the literature (Aurora 

et al., 2007). The lowest maximum activation for each graft material in any posture was then 

applied as constant activation for every posture from 0° to 90° of abduction, and a custom 

iterative solver (Matlab, Natick, MA)  was used to calculate the active, passive, and total 

force-generating capacities. 

4.4. Results 

 Passive forces following a bridging repair were largest at 0° abduction, which is 

consistent with a standard repair and an intact supraspinatus. However, the maximum passive 

forces in the bridging repairs (0.55 N – 2.37 N) were considerably reduced compared to a 

previously simulated standard repair (516.52 N) and an intact supraspinatus muscle-tendon 
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unit (13.69 N) (Figure 4-2). Allopatch resulted in the largest passive force of any construct 

(2.37 N) and GraftJacket resulted in the smallest passive force of any construct (0.55 N). 

 

 

 

Figure 4-2: Supraspinatus passive force versus abduction angle. As abduction angle 
increased passive force in the muscle decreased in all constructs. The construct 
including Allopatch had the largest passive force (2.37 N) followed by Restore (1.72 N), 
CuffPatch (1.48 N), Tissuemend (0.67 N), and GraftJacket (0.55 N). All of the 
constructs had substantially decreased passive forces compared to a standard repair47 
(516.22 N) and an intact supraspinatus muscle-tendon unit (13.69N). 
 

 Repair constructs consisting of GraftJacket and Tissuemend were the only constructs 

that permitted full activation in any posture (Table 4-1; Figure 4-3). Permitted activation 

level increased with increased abduction for all constructs, with lowest permitted activation 
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at or near neutral abduction (Allopatch: 2°; all others: 0°).The Cuffpatch construct had the 

lowest permitted activation (26%) of any bridging repair.  

 

Figure 4-3: Maximum achievable activation for each repaired construct versus 
abduction angle. As abduction angle increases, the maximum achievable activation level 
increases in all constructs. Peak activation was set for all graft materials except 
Allopatch to the activation level determined at 0° of abduction. Allopatch peak 
activation level was set to 0.57, the activation level achieved at 2° of abduction. 
 

 Total muscle force-generating capacity (active + passive muscle force) produced by 

the muscle in any posture was reduced for all bridging constructs when compared to an intact 

supraspinatus muscle-tendon unit (Table 4-1; Figure 4-4). Allopatch allowed the largest 

production of force, with a peak force of 281.36 N, a 42% reduction in peak force production 

compared to the intact muscle-tendon unit. Cuffpatch exhibited the lowest overall force of all 
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the graft materials studied with a peak force of 118.76 N, a 75% decrease compared to the 

intact muscle-tendon unit. Peak force production was observed when the shoulder was near 

neutral abduction for all constructs (Allopatch: 2° abduction; all others: 0° abduction). Force 

production decreased with increased abduction for all bridging constructs. This is in contrast 

to a standard repair in which force production increases with increased abduction past 18° 

(Saul et al., 2011). Most constructs had lower total force generation when compared to a 

simulated standard repair in which the supraspinatus was repaired directly to its humeral 

insertion without the use of a graft (Figure 4-4); only repairs using GraftJacket and Allopatch 

had higher force-generating capacity of the muscle-tendon-graft construct (peak difference: 

GraftJacket: 15.95 N; Allopatch: 42.94 N), and only in postures near adduction (GraftJacket: 

below 7° abduction; Allopatch: below 46°). 

4.5. Discussion 

 We simulated reconstructive bridging repairs of a large full-thickness tear of the 

supraspinatus muscle-tendon unit using five ECM graft materials as bridging materials to 

elucidate how the mechanical response of a graft material may influence the passive and 

active force-generating capability of the repaired construct. A simulated bridging repair using 

any of the ECM grafting scaffolds studied was found to substantially reduce the passive 

tension in the repair construct, supporting one rationale for the use of these materials.  

However, our simulations suggest that this strategy may simultaneously limit the ability of 

the supraspinatus muscle to maximally activate due to strength limits of the graft material. 

More specifically, the use of graft materials may limit permitted muscle activation in small 

abduction postures where the supraspinatus is used to initiate abduction (Otis et al., 1994, 

Hughes and An, 1996, Liu et al., 1997) and is activated (Wickham et al., 2010). 
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Figure 4-4: Supraspinatus force-generating capacity versus abduction angle for each 
simulated graft material. Force-generating capacity of muscle was reduced in all 
repaired constructs when compared to uninjured muscle. Using GraftJacket or 
Allopatch as bridging construct increased force-generating capacity of the repair 
supraspinatus during the initial 7° and 46° abduction respectively when compared to a 
standard repair47 that does not use a graft. 
 

 Patients with massive rotator cuff tears attempt to have the same level of 

glenohumeral stabilization as healthy control subjects, not by changing the coordination of 

their activations, but by increasing the level of muscle activation (Hawkes et al., 2012). 

Although active motion is not typically permitted in the first 4 to 6 weeks following surgical 

intervention (van der Meijden et al., 2012), the findings of this computational study suggest 

that high levels of muscle activation in patients with bridging repairs may put the graft 
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material at risk for exceeding the published stress and strain values. Additionally, ultimate 

stress, a measure of strength, in the muscle-tendon-graft construct has been shown to 

decrease from time of surgery to 6 weeks post operatively (Adams et al., 2006) indicating 

that the simulations performed in this study represent a “best-case” scenario. 

 Dissimilarities in maximum permitted activation levels between the graft materials 

offer an explanation for the inconsistencies in functional outcome scores. For example, 

patients who had the graft material Restore (maximum permitted activation of 43%) used as a 

bridging construct had a decrease in their mean American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons 

(ASES) score postoperatively (Sclamberg et al., 2004). In contrast, patients who had 

GraftJacket (maximum permitted activation of 68%)  implanted as a bridging construct saw 

increases in their mean ASES (Wong et al., 2010, Gupta et al., 2012), Western Ontario 

Rotator Cuff (WORC) (Wong et al., 2010), University of California, Los Angles (UCLA) 

(Bond et al., 2008, Wong et al., 2010), and Constant (Bond et al., 2008) scores. 

 It remains unclear how closely material properties need to match the native tendon in 

order to achieve an adequate performance (Aurora et al., 2007, Chaudhury et al., 2011, 

Ricchetti et al., 2012). Our simulation results suggest that in small abduction postures graft 

materials with and without tendon-like material properties can produce similar force-

generating capacities. For example, GraftJacket and Allopatch have dissimilar reported linear 

moduli of 25Mpa and 304Mpa, respectively (Aurora et al., 2007), yet produced peak active 

forces in small abduction postures that were similar (264.99 N and 281.39 N). These postures 

are physiologically relevant, as the supraspinatus moment arm is largest near adduction (Otis 

et al., 1994, Hughes and An, 1996, Liu et al., 1997) and is activated to initiate abduction in 

these postures (Wickham et al., 2010). It should be noted that the manufactured thickness of 
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the GraftJacket material is more than twice that of Allopatch and the GraftJacket construct 

allows increased activation compared to Allopatch. While highly compliant materials may be 

able to perform as well as stiffer more tendon-like materials in small abduction postures, the 

force produced is less consistent over the range of motion compared to stiffer materials, 

falling off steeply with increased abduction (Figure 4). Thus, the overall active response of 

the muscle must be considered, as well as the postures in which force production is most 

critical, rather than the modulus of the graft material alone.  

 Our simulations suggest that the use of an ECM graft to repair a large tendon defect 

reduces the considerable passive forces which are known to result in diminished strength, 

lower functional outcome scores, and increased pain (Davidson and Rivenburgh, 2000) 

associated with standard, primary repairs. However, it should be noted that complete removal 

of load has been detrimental to rotator cuff healing (Galatz et al., 2009), indicating that the 

considerable decrease in passive forces following a bridging procedure may limit tendon-to-

graft healing in a post-surgical setting where the arm is immobilized. Additionally, because 

the passive forces are minimal, we conclude that the active response of the repaired 

supraspinatus muscle-tendon unit, and not only the passive response, should be taken into 

consideration when evaluating the biomechanical consequences of a bridging repair. 

 Muscle adaptations commonly associated with massive full-thickness supraspinatus 

tears, such as fatty infiltration (Goutallier et al., 1994), muscle atrophy, and muscle retraction 

(Davidson and Rivenburgh, 2000, Galatz et al., 2001, Oh et al., 2009, Mannava et al., 2011a), 

were not incorporated into the model. Including muscle atrophy and fatty infiltration changes 

would reduce maximal potential force generation by decreasing the muscle contractile tissue 

available for force generation. Retracted muscle decreases the amount of work a muscle can 
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produce by reducing the possible muscle excursion (Meyer et al., 2011). However, with 

regard to the simulations performed in this study, it is unlikely that including such muscle 

changes would substantially alter our results, since reduced muscle force capacity would be 

offset by increased permitted muscle activation. Thus, the relative behavior of the graft 

materials would not be affected.  

 The muscle-tendon-graft constructs in this study are assumed to have rigid 

connections between the graft material and tendon proximally and bone distally. Data 

describing the biomechanical behavior of these interfaces are limited (Barber et al., 2006, 

Barber and Aziz-Jacobo, 2009, Chaudhury et al., 2011), but it is possible that including 

explicit representations of the suture interfaces in the model would increase the compliance 

of the overall system.  This would ultimately reduce the muscle fiber lengths predicted for all 

repair constructs in our simulations, reducing muscle force further.  

 This simulation does not examine the failure mode or likelihood of retear of a 

repaired construct. Previous studies reporting variability in failure location following a 

bridging procedure in both a cadaveric (Omae et al., 2012) and animal models (Adams et al., 

2006) indicate that the suture interfaces are not necessarily the weakest portion of the 

repaired construct, and failure may occur in the graft material. The simulations described in 

this study rely on graft material properties reported in the literature for these materials to 

predict likely permitted activation levels. Recent work by Chaudhury et al (2011) has 

reported modulus and peak stress that exceed those reported by Aurora et al (2007) used in 

this study for GraftJacket and Restore, but do not report full stress-strain curves which limits 

the ability of these properties to be incorporated into the simulations described in the current 

study. However, we can use these mechanical descriptions to determine whether maximum 
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permitted activation would be affected in our analyses if material properties match these 

larger values. A secondary analysis performed using these stress and strain values suggest 

that both GraftJacket and Restore would allow full activation in all postures under these 

conditions. However, it should be noted that it is currently unclear which mechanical 

descriptions are accurate representations of the materials. Future work to clarify failure stress 

and strain in these materials is needed before exploring the likelihood of failure of these 

materials. 

 Changes in cross-sectional area of graft materials due to the strain in the graft were 

not taken into consideration for this simulation. Poisson’s ratio, which is needed to determine 

accurate changes in cross-sectional area, was not reported at the strains seen in the simulation 

and could not be calculated due to the nature of how the stress vs. strain curves were reported 

(Aurora et al., 2007). Additionally, manufacturing thicknesses have been reported to be as 

much 25% smaller than the mean value (Derwin et al., 2006). Any reduction in cross-

sectional area would further reduce the amount of force the graft material could withstand 

thus decreasing the maximum permitted activation and the active force-generating capacity 

of the repaired construct. Thus our simulations represent a “best-case” scenario for the 

performance of the graft material. 

4.6. Conclusions 

 Despite the limitations to our simulations, we were able to isolate the effect that the 

biomechanical properties of graft materials would have on a supraspinatus tendon bridging 

repair in a clinical context. The simulations in this study suggest that graft material selection 

affects the active force-generating capacity of a muscle-tendon-graft construct following a 

bridging repair, as well as reducing the passive tension induced by the repair, demonstrating 
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the importance of understanding the active response of the repaired supraspinatus muscle-

tendon-graft as well as the passive response. Activation level in these constructs was limited 

in all postures, possibly indicating a reduction in functional capacity. The repaired muscle-

tendon-graft units in our simulations reduced the force-generating capacity of supraspinatus 

at best by 42%, even without additional degenerative changes to the muscle tissue that would 

further reduce force generation. Future simulation studies will incorporate changes to the 

rotator cuff muscle tissue associated with massive full-thickness tears of the supraspinatus in 

addition to accurate mechanical properties of the graft materials. Incorporating these changes 

may further reduce the active force-generating capability of a reconstructed supraspinatus 

following a bridging repair. 
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5.1. Abstract 

 Intramuscular fat is a common sequalae of musculoskeletal and neurological 

pathologies. Currently, intramuscular fat is quantified using a single imaging slice to assess 

the apparent fat content or an average fat percentage. This limits analysis of potential non-

homogeneity in fat tissue throughout the muscle belly, which may have important 

implications for force transmission within the muscle and the mechanisms by which 

intramuscular fat increases. The goal of this study was to develop a methodology to quantify 

volumetric distribution and spatial clustering of intramuscular fat, and apply it to explore 

differences in these features in rotator cuff muscles between healthy older adults and older 

adults with a supraspinatus tear.  

 The results indicate that when the supraspinatus tendon is torn, both volumetric 

distribution and spatial clustering of fat exhibit a more pronounced increase towards the 

distal (torn) end of the muscle than in a muscle that is not torn. However, these changes are 

not consistent among all rotator cuff muscles, demonstrating the importance of studying each 

muscle individually.  

 These novel quantitative measures support the current biological explanations for 

progression of intramuscular fat within the supraspinatus. The methods described here are 

easily translatable to quantifying volumetric distribution and spatial clustering of 

intramuscular fat in other muscles across a wide variety of injuries and pathologies. 
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5.2. Introduction 

 Intramuscular fat is a common sequelae of musculoskeletal and neuromuscular 

pathologies including healthy aging (Rice et al., 1989, Visser et al., 2005, Ashry et al., 2007), 

stroke (Ryan et al., 2011), muscle dystrophy (Torriani et al., 2012), COPD (Robles et al., 

2014), and injuries to the spinal cord (Gorgey and Dudley, 2007) and rotator cuff (Goutallier 

et al., 1994). Increased cardiovascular risk (Kovanlikaya et al., 2005), deficits in central 

muscle activation (Yoshida et al., 2012), and poor outcomes of rotator cuff surgery (Lippe et 

al., 2012) are all associated with intramuscular fat. Increased levels of intramuscular fat 

reduce the portion of the muscle belly containing contractile tissue, thus limiting overall 

force-generating capacity (Marcus et al., 2010), and has been independently correlated to 

declines in strength and function beyond losses to muscle volume (Visser et al., 2005). 

Further,  the positive effects of resistence training are mitigated by the presence of 

intramuscular fat (Nicklas et al., 2015). However, quantitative measures of intramuscular fat 

in humans have traditionally been estimated using only a portion of the muscle (e.g. a single 

image slice) and are represented as a perceived proportion of fat or an average percentage in 

the isolated region (Goutallier et al., 1994, Marcus et al., 2010, Noble et al., 2014, Nicklas et 

al., 2015).Clinicians employ semi-quantitative metrics to rate the amount of intramuscular 

fat, such as the ordinal Goutallier score for rotator cuff tears (Goutallier et al., 1994), which 

are limited by intra and inter observer error (Lippe et al., 2012). 

 Increased levels of intramuscular fat following a tear of one or more rotator cuff 

tendons (supraspinatus, infraspinatus, subscapularis, and teres-minor) is particularly 

problematic is light of its association with negative consequences following surgical 

intervention (Goutallier et al., 1994). Because current techniques examine only a small 
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region of the muscle (Goutallier et al., 1994, Oh et al., 2010a), information regarding 

characteristics of the fat morphology throughout muscle is limited. Previous quantitative 

measurements in isolated muscle regions using animal models (Safran et al., 2005, Rubino et 

al., 2007, Rowshan et al., 2010, Itoigawa et al., 2011) and qualitative observations in human 

subjects (Beeler et al., 2013a) suggest that volumetric distribution and spatial clustering of 

intramuscular fat varies throughout a given rotator cuff muscle. However, these qualities 

have not been quantified in human muscle, nor has a method been described that can quantify 

both volumetric distribution and spatial clustering continuously throughout a muscle. Such 

information would be valuable for discerning whether specific injuries or pathologies alter 

the fundamental character of fat within the muscle, and where within the muscle such 

alterations occur for improved clinical imaging. In addition, the distribution of fat and the 

way in which it is clustered may alter the way in which forces are transmitted through the 

muscle-tendon actuator (Virgilia et al., 2015), and may have physiological implications for 

the processes by which intramuscular fat develops.  

Therefore, the goal of this study was to demonstrate a new methodology to quantify 

volumetric distribution and spatial clustering of fat within muscle tissue. We applied this 

technique to determine if the volumetric distribution and spatial clustering of intramuscular 

fat were different in the muscles of the rotator cuff of healthy older adults and those with a 

tear of the supraspinatus.  

5.3. Methods 

 A total of 16 older adults - 6 with an MRI confirmed supraspinatus tear (RTC) and 10 

healthy controls - were recruited from the local community (Table 5-1). This study was 

approved by the Wake Forest Baptist Health Institutional Review Board. Inclusion criteria 
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for the participants were 1) > 60 years old, 2) no contraindication to undergoing an MR scan 

3) no history of neuromuscular disorder or other injury that might affect the upper limb, such 

as stroke, Parkinson’s disease, spinal cord injury, or confinement to a wheelchair. RTC 

subjects must not have had previous surgery on the affected shoulder. Control subjects were 

screened for an asymptomatic rotator cuff tear with a modified Jobe’s test (Gillooly et al., 

2010) prior to imaging. 

 

Table 5-1: Demographics for rotator cuff tear (RTC) and control subjects 

 

 

 All study participants underwent a supine MRI on a 3T scanner (Siemens Munich, 

Germany). The affected shoulder was studied for the patient group, while the dominant 

shoulder was studied for the control group. MR images were acquired using the standard 

Dixon imaging sequence (Wren et al., 2008) available on the scanner. Voxel dimensions 
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were 1mm x 1mm x 1mm. The Dixon technique allowed the signal for each voxel to be 

separated into signal intensity from fat (SIfat) and signal intensity from water (SIwater), from 

which a fat% is calculated for each voxel (Equation 5-1).  

 % ∗ 100 
Equation 5-1

 Signal-to-noise ratio (Liu et al., 2007) and random noise (Gold et al., 2004) 

corrections were made offline within Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) using standard 

techniques. The anatomical boundaries of the four rotator cuff muscles - supraspinatus 

infraspinatus, subscapularis, and teres minor - were manually segmented (3D-Doctor, Able 

Software Corp., Lexington, MA) on every image slice as previously described (Holzbaur et 

al., 2007, Vidt et al., 2012).  

 We determined the volumetric distribution and spatial clustering of fat within the 

muscles using a custom Matlab script. Segmented muscle boundaries were used to identify 

the image voxels that were within a given muscle. An entire voxel was considered to be 

within the boundary, i.e. part of the muscle, if the center of the voxel was within the 

boundary. We then divided the muscles into sections to determine the volumetric distribution 

and spatial clustering of fat along the length of the muscle. The supraspinatus, infraspinatus, 

and subscapularis muscles were divided into 5 equal length sections along the three-

dimensional line connecting the most proximal and distal points of the muscle (Figure 5-1). 

Teres minor was divided into three sections due to its small volume. Volumetric distribution 

of fat was represented by the percentage of volume occupied by fat for each section. Fat% for 

each section was calculated as the average fat% across voxels contained in a given section. 

Fat% was used to account for absolute differences in muscle volume between subjects. 
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Figure 5-1: A supraspinatus divided into five sections. A line connecting the most 
proximal and most distal points was then divided into 5 equal length segments. Planes 
perpendicular to the line at the ends of each segment were used to the separate the 
muscle into 5 equal length sections. Voxels were assigned to each section based on their 
locations relative to the dividing planes. 
 

5.3.1. Quantification of spatial clustering 

 Spatial clustering of intramuscular fat has not been previously quantified. Moran’s 

Index (I), a measure of spatial autocorrelation used in geographic analysis that extends 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient into multiple dimensions to account for spatial variations 

(Moran, 1950, Chen, 2013), presents a promising tool to accomplish this quantification. 

Although there has been previous work using Moran’s I in biomedical imaging to validate 

clustering of brain networks (Derado et al., 2010) and quantify clustering of lesions 

associated with failure of Transanal Endoscopic Microsurgery (Garb et al., 2007), the 

formulation of Moran’s I canot be directly applied to comparisons of datasets of differing 

sizes and geographically adjacent data nodes such, as in imaging data describing 
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intramuscular fat in different muscles or individuals. In the methodology below, we outline 

the current formulation of Moran’s I and describe how we updated the formulation. 

 The calculation of Moran’s I uses the following approach (Chen, 2013). Given a 

network of size n (# of voxels) with measurable variables xi (fat% per voxel), we define a 

vector x containing all the voxels in the muscle or section of interest. 

 ⋯  
Equation 5-2

 Average (μ) and standard deviation (σ) of the values of x are defined. The standard 

formulation of Moran’s I is then given by Equation 5-3, where vij represents a measure used 

to judge the degree of nearness between locations i and j. We used the Euclidian distance 

between the two points. 

 ∑ ∑

∑ ∑ ∑
 Equation 5-3

We implemented the matrix formulation of Moran’s I in this work (Chen, 2013). 

  
Equation 5-4

  
Equation 5-5

 …
…

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
…

 
Equation 5-6

 
 

Equation 5-7
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Figure 5-2: From left to right, Moran's I = -1, ~ 0, 1. Each of the images has exactly 
50% of the pixels black and 50% of the pixels white. Moran’s I gives a quantitative 
value of the spatial autocorrelation of the black pixels in the images that can be not be 
accurately determined by a total percentage. Moran’s I below 0 indicates a diffuse 
pattern of fat and Moran’s I above 0 indicates a clustered pattern of fat. Values of 
Moran’s I closer to -1 and 1 are more diffuse and clustered respectively than values 
closer to 0.  
 

 Moran’s I ranges from -1 to 1, where -1 indicates 100% diffuse, 1 indicates complete 

clustering, and 0 indicates a random spatial configuration (Figure 5-2). Typically, β=1 when 

implementing the weighting methodology we applied here ( ). This allows for spatial 

weights to be based purely on Euclidian distance and represents a more global measure of 

spatial clustering (Chen, 2012). As β increases, the calculation of Moran’s I becomes more of 

a local measure of spatial clustering (Chen, 2012) which may not be appropriate in 

geographical applications. However, based on a preliminary analysis we determined that the 

both the number of voxels (n) in a particular region of interest (i.e. the muscle or muscle 

section) and β could affect the maximum and minimum potential values for the Moran’s I 

calculation (Figure 5-3). To appropriately compare Moran’s I across muscles and segments 

containing different numbers of voxels, it was critical to ensure that the range of possible 

Moran’s I values were consistent for all segments. As the number of voxels is set by the 
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muscle boundary and therefore cannot change, it became imperative that a value for β be 

determined to ensure that the range of Moran’s I was consistent. To do this, we constructed 

two matrices M1 and M2 with a total number of cells s. M1 represented the checker board 

condition and M2 represented the black and white divided condition (Figure 5-2), such that 

when Moran’s I was calculated it should equal -1 and 1 respectively (Figure 5-2). We varied 

s from 20 to 10,000 (a lower limit for voxel count in a muscle section), and β was varied 

from 1 to 200. Moran’s I was calculated for each s by β combination to determine how close 

the calculations were to the expected -1 and 1 values for M1 and M2 respectively (Figure 

5-3). From the analysis, it was determined that a value of β = 200 allows for the range of 

Moran’s I to be consistent regardless of voxel count (Figure 5-3).  

 

Figure 5-3: Surface plots of the maximum (A) and minimum (B) Moran’s I that can be 
reached given the number of voxels and the value for β. Setting β = 200 for the 
calculations of Moran’s I in this study, ensures that Moran’s I has the ability to reach -1 
and be as close to 1 as possible regardless of muscle volume. 
 

5.3.2. Statistical analysis 

 To evaluate the volumetric distribution of intramuscular fat within each rotator cuff 

muscle and the effect of tear status (group), we created a generalized linear model for each of 
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the four muscles in which fat% of each section was the dependent variable. An initial model 

was created that included the effects of both group and section as well as the interaction of 

group and section to determine if the interaction effect was significant. If the interaction was 

found to be significant, the control group and rotator cuff tear groups were separated and two 

follow up regression analysis were performed with section as the independent variable. If the 

interaction effect was not significant, it was removed from the model and the regression 

analysis was performed again. The same analysis technique was performed for spatial 

clustering of intramuscular fat with Moran’s I of each section being used as the dependent 

variable. All statistical analyses were performed using SAS (Cary, NC) and significance was 

set at p<0.05. We also used a regression analysis to evaluate correlation between Moran’s I 

and fat% for all sections from all muscles. 

 

1.1. Results 

5.3.3. Volumetric distribution 

 Fat distribution and spatial clustering within the supraspinatus - the muscle with the 

torn tendon - differed between groups (Figure 5-4). Average fat% within all sections of the 

supraspinatus ranged from 2.5% to 8.5% for the control and from 4.8% to 18.2% for RTC 

subjects (Table 5-2). The interaction between group and section for fat% was significant for 

the supraspinatus (p=0.036) (Figure 5-5), indicating that the two groups should be considered 

separately. The control group exhibited no dependence of fat% on distal-proximal section, 

indicating that the volumetric distribution of intramuscular fat is consistent across the 

supraspinatus (p=0.910). However, for those with a torn supraspinatus, fat% was increased in 

distal sections closer to the tear (p<0.001). 
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Table 5-2: Maximum, minimum, and median fat% and Moran's I for each section 
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Figure 5-4: A representative supraspinatus muscle from a control subject and a tear subject demonstrating fat% for each 
voxel. The tear subject exhibited a distinct volumetric distribution with fat% decreasing from distal to proximal in the rotator 
cuff tear (RTC) subjects but not in the control subjects. 
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Figure 5-5: Fat% within each section of the supraspinatus for both the rotator cuff tear 
subjects (RTC) (black) and control (red) subjects. Intramuscular fat has a homogenous 
volumetric distribution in the control subjects (p=0.910) but increases distally in the 
RTC group (p<0.001).  
 

 Group by section interaction was not significant for the infraspinatus (p=0.433) or 

subscapularis (p=0.852) but was significant for teres minor (p=0.034). Section was not 

significant for the infraspinatus (p=0.132) indicating consistent volumetric distribution across 

the muscle. Section was significant for subscapularis (p<0.001), with increasing fat% from 

the distal to the proximal portion of the muscle, the reverse of the pattern seen in the 

supraspinatus. Section was not significant for either the control (p=0.711) or rotator cuff tear 

groups (p=0.075) for the teres minor, indicating no significant pattern of volumetric 

distribution. 
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5.3.4. Spatial clustering 

 All muscle sections from all subjects had values of Moran’s I above 0.39, indicating 

that intramuscular fat tends to be more clustered than a random configuration (Table 5-2). In 

the supraspinatus, Moran’s I ranged from 0.39 to 0.76 for the control subjects and from 0.4 to 

0.92 for RCT subjects (Table 5-2). Group by section was signficant for the supraspinatus 

(0.020); both control (p=0.001) and RTC subjects (p<0.001) demonstrated increased spatial 

clustering (Moran’s I) distally, toward the torn end of the muscle (Figure 5-6). For 

infraspinatus (p=0.109), subscapularis (p=0.699), and teres minor (p=0.166), there was no 

significant group by section interaction effect. Similarily to the supraspinatus, spatial 

clustering increased from proximal to distal in the infraspinatus (p=0.007); in contrast, the 

subscapularis exhibited spatial clustering increasing from distal to proximal (p<0.001). Teres 

minor did not exhibit a change in spatial clustering with muscle section (p=0.050). 

Correlation between Moran’s I and fat% for the control and RCT groups were r2 = 0.343 

(p<0.001) and r2 = 0.454 (p<0.001) respectively (Figure 5-7). Complete data tables appear in 

Appendix c.  

 

5.4. Discussion 

 We demonstrated a new method to quantify volumetric distribution of intramuscular 

fat in human muscle tissue. Further, by extending a measure of spatial clustering common in 

geographical analysis, we present the first quantitative measures of spatial clustering of fat 

within muscle. We demonstrated the application of these methods to show that both the 

volumetric distribution and spatial clustering of intramuscular fat within the torn 

supraspinatus are more pronounced in the distal end near the tendon tear (Figure 5-5, Figure 
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5-6). These data also suggest that patterns of fat differ across muscles; for example, the 

subscapularis exhibited fat distribution and clustering that was pronounced at the proximal 

end of the muscle in all subjects. 

 

 

 

Figure 5-6: Moran’s I for each section of the supraspinatus for the rotator cuff tear 
subjects (RTC) (black) and control (red) subjects. Intramuscular fat is more clustered 
in the more distal portions of the muscle than the proximal portions for the control 
(p=0.001) and the RTC groups (p<0.001). However, the RTC group demonstrates a 
greater increase in spatial clustering from the proximal to distal portion than the 
control group (p<0.001).  
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 The supraspinatus fat patterns shown in this study are consistent with results seen in 

animal models of rotator cuff tears, in which increased fat% in the distal portion of the 

muscles tear the tendon has been observed following an inflicted tear of the corresponding 

tendon (Safran et al., 2005, Rubino et al., 2007, Rowshan et al., 2010, Itoigawa et al., 2011)  

 

 
Figure 5-7: Moran’s I vs Fat% for each section of all muscles for the rotator cuff tear 
(RTC) subjects (black) (p<0.001) and control (red) subjects (p<0.001). Low correlation 
between the two measures reveals that volumetric distribution and spatial clustering 
provide different information regarding intramuscular fat.  
 

However, the animal studies measured fat% using a small number of histological slices. 

Complete spatial information regarding the location of intramuscular fat within the whole 

muscle is unavailable with this approach. Additionally, no prior studies in animals considered 
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spatial clustering of intramuscular fat. The methods presented here can be applied to future 

experiments in animal and human muscle to create a more robust and accurate analysis of the 

volumetric distribution and spatial clustering of intramuscular fat. Further, the values of fat% 

and Moran’s I presented here provide baseline values in human muscle that future animal 

models of muscle injury can use for validation. 

 The quantitative measures of spatial clustering in the supraspinatus obtained here 

confirm and expand upon qualitative descriptions of spatial clustering in the supraspinatus of 

adults with chronic rotator cuff tears based upon two parasagittal MRI slices (Beeler et al., 

2013a). However, Beeler also reported no spatial variation in the infraspinatus from 

qualitative descriptions (Beeler et al., 2013a), while we observed increased spatial clustering 

distally. Although this may be a result of differing patient populations and tear 

characteristics, the quantitative metric developed and used in this study provides a more 

detailed and robust description of spatial clustering than qualitative descriptions based upon 

two MR images; qualitative measures may not have been able to detect differences if they 

existed. Furthermore, the relatively low correlation between fat% and Moran’s I suggests 

that, while related, volumetric distribution and spatial clustering provide different 

information regarding fat morphology, and should both be quantified when studying 

intramuscular fat. 

 Current biological explanations for progression of intramuscular fat within the 

supraspinatus suggest that it originates from the distal portion of the supraspinatus; this is 

consistent with the results of the current study. Decreased gene expression of Wnt10b, which 

is associated with adipogenic differentiation of muscle progenitor cells, was observed distally 

in the supraspinatus in rat model of a rotator cuff tear but not proximally (Itoigawa et al., 
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2011). Additionally, increases in the adipogenic markers C/EBPα and PPARγ were only seen 

in the distal and middle portions of the supraspinatus and infraspinatus of these same rats. It 

has been suggested that the musculo-tendinous junction might be abundant in pluripotent 

stem cells, which could be causing the increased gene expression and adipogenic markers 

(Itoigawa et al., 2011). Interestingly, expression of myogenic and adipogenic genes was 

variable with regard to injury type and severity (Choo et al., 2014). For example, myogenic 

gene expression was upregulated in patients with bursitis and tendinopathy but down 

regulated in patients with massive tendon tears, while adipogenic gene expression was 

upregulated in patients with a full-thickness tear but down regulated in patients with massive 

tears. Future work should consider using the quantitative metrics described in this study to 

probe gross differences in intramuscular fat due to these differing patterns of gene 

expression. 

 Fat patterns in the infraspinatus, subscapularis, and teres minor differed from that of 

the supraspinatus. There were limited differences between control and RCT subjects, and 

while infraspinatus overall had more clustering distally like the supraspinatus, the 

subscapularis had both higher fat content and more clustering proximally. Tears of the 

infraspinatus, subscapularis, and teres minor were not controlled for in this study, which may 

provide some explanation for these differences. In addition, despite a common insertion 

tendon for the rotator cuff muscle-tendon units (Sonnabend and Young, 2009), these muscles 

have substantially different muscle architecture (Ward et al., 2006), which may influence 

their mechanosensitivity (Choo et al., 2014). These muscles also have differing gene 

expressions (Smith et al., 2013), suggesting that other inherent factors may contribute to the 
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differences in fat distribution and clustering in the rotator cuff, which should be explored 

further. 

 There are several limitations to this work which should be considered. We 

demonstrated the application of a new three-dimensional method to analyze intramuscular fat 

in a small cohort of older adults with and without degenerative rotator cuff tears. The specific 

conclusions regarding fat patterns exhibited by this group may have limited generalizability 

to other age groups, traumatic tears of the rotator cuff, and other pathological changes to 

muscle; the method we use here can be used to explore intramuscular fat in other groups. We 

defined proximal to distal sections using equal length segments. Other methods for 

sectioning the muscles, including anatomical landmarks such as the scapula and humerus 

should be considered, especially for clinical applications.   

 An important consideration concerning this methodology is that the current 

segmentation and data processing takes in excess of 10 person-hours per subject and 

therefore is not a practical approach for clinicians making patient-related decisions. 

Automatic segmentation of muscle boundaries would reduce processing time to make this 

methodology clinically viable. Work is currently underway to automate the segmentation 

process. Alternatively, a few representative MR slices, which could easily be used clinically, 

may prove sufficient to fully comprehend the extent of the volumetric distribution and spatial 

clustering of fat within the muscle tissue; this work provides a foundation for evaluating 

whether such slices exist.  

 The method we describe here provides a quantitative measure of spatial clustering of 

fat in MR imaging, by extending the formulation of Moran’s Index, a common geographical 

technique, to permit analysis of datasets with geographically adjacent data nodes and 
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comparison of differently sized datasets. We have demonstrated the utility of this method in 

conjunction with MR imaging to produce three-dimensional descriptions of intramuscular fat 

morphology and the influence of rotator cuff tear on its presentation. The methods described 

here are easily applicable to understanding intramuscular fat in other muscles across a wide 

variety of injuries and pathologies. In addition, the clustering analysis can also be extended 

for application to other tissues and imaging modalities that produce spatially distributed 

signal representing one or more tissues or features, such as chemotherapy induced 

cardiotoxicity where the myocardial injury is diffuse and difficult to visually appreciate  

(Jordan et al., 2014). 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

6.1. Summary 

 The objective of this dissertation was to evaluate the relationship between shoulder 

strength and function and develop methods that enhance our understanding of how muscle 

morphology relates to strength.  

 We recruited a cohort of young adults, healthy older adults, and older adults with a 

degenerative supraspinatus tear, and quantified the required shouler strength necessary to 

complete five common upper limb tasks. Neither age nor the added presence of tear resulted 

in altered shoulder strength requirements for successful task completion. Task requirements 

were associated with significantly different shoulder strength requirements. Further, age-

related strength declines corresponded to an increase in the proportion of available shoulder 

elevation strength that was used. However, there remained an excess of strength capacity 

beyond what was necessary to perform the tasks. To effectively assess declines in upper limb 

strength that may lead to future disability, it is recommended that clinicians consider the 

demands of a variety of upper limb tasks. 

 A dissection study of the upper limb of vervet monkeys demonstrated that age-related 

upper limb muscle volume loss in vervets mimics age-related changes described in humans. 

Age-related functional declines in these vervets were not correlated to muscle volume loss, 

implying that strength loss is not the primary component of diminished function which 

instead may be related to discomfort from bony degeneration. Additionally, findings from 

this study reinforce our discovery from the testing in aged humans that available strength 
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exceeds the demands of many upper limb functional tasks. We recommend the use of the 

vervet monkey as a model to study longitudinal upper limb musculoskeletal changes and 

their relationship to function that cannot be easily be evaluated in humans.  

 Using a computational modeling approach that isolated the effect of graft material in 

a bridging repair of the supraspinatus, we provided evidence of the importance of quantifying 

both active and passive force-generating capability of the muscle-tendon unit following 

surgical repair. The biomechanical properties of the graft materials significantly affected the 

response of repaired supraspinatus muscle-tendon-graft unit. For all graft materials, active 

force-generating capability of the repaired constructed was significantly reduced due to the 

presence of the graft alone, without considering additional declines due muscle degeneration 

associated with large tears of the supraspinatus.  

 By extending a common mathematical tool used in the study of geography to analyze 

population clustering, we are able, to for the first time, quantify three-dimensional spatial 

clustering of intramuscular fat. Coupled with our method to quantify volumetric distribution 

of intramuscular fat, we were able to effectively describe the three-dimensional presentation 

of intramuscular fat. We applied these methodologies to examine the rotator cuff muscles of 

healthy older adults and older adults with a degenerative supraspinatus tear, and 

demonstrated that older adults with a rotator cuff tear exhibit increased levels of fat distally 

and increased spatial clustering of fat distally compared to the healthy controls. The 

clustering analysis described here can be applied to other tissues and imaging modalities that 

produce spatially distributed signal representing one or more tissues or features, such as 

chemotherapy induced cardiotoxicity in which the myocardial injury is diffuse and difficult 

to visually appreciate (Jordan et al., 2014). 
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6.2. Contributions 

The main contributions of this dissertation are: 

 documented shoulder strength requirements, and the associated reserve strength, when 

completing upper limb tasks spanning the workspace in healthy young and older adults 

and older adults with a degenerative supraspinatus tear. 

 established the vervet monkey upper limb as an appropriate model of human upper limb 

musculoskeletal aging for future studies of age-related musculoskeletal degeneration. 

 elucidated the influence of five extra cellular matrix grafting materials on supraspinatus  

active and passive force-generating capacity following a bridging repair of the 

supraspinatus tendon.  

 developed a novel methodology to quantify three-dimensional volumetric distribution 

and spatial clustering of intramuscular fat, and quantitatively described the patterns of 

intramuscular fat in rotator cuff muscles of healthy older adults and older adults with a 

degenerative supraspinatus tear. 

 

6.3. Applications 

 The following sections describe some of the possible applications of the work 

presented within this dissertation. 

6.3.1. Determine upper limb functional tasks that are affected by strength loss 

 It is clear from both Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 that despite age and injury-related loss 

in muscle volume, older adults maintain reserve strength beyond that which is necessary to 

succesfully complete daily function tasks studied in this dissertation. To discern tasks that are 
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potentially affected by losses in strength, methods used in this dissertation can be employed 

to study postural demands, load demands, and fatigue when considered separately or 

concurrently, which have been shown to alter kinematic trajectories in older adults (Prioli et 

al., 2006, Liao and Lin, 2008, Norris and Medley, 2011, Qin et al., 2014, Tsai and Lin, 

2015). Additionally, the methods used to scale the model strength can be extended to 

represent individual participants using their specific muscle volume measures rather than 

populational averages, offering further specificity to estimates of reserve strength at the 

shoulder. 

6.3.2. Explore mechanisms of age-related musculoskeletal changes in the upper limb, and 

investigate potential treatments, using a vervet model of upper limb aging. 

 Many age-related changes to muscle tissue limit muscle moment-generation and 

function, such as preferential atrophy of type II muscle fibers (Larsson et al., 1978, Lieber, 

2002, Narici and Maffulli, 2010), decreased maximum shortening velocity and specific 

tension (Larsson et al., 1997, Yu et al., 2007) and increases in intramuscular fat (Rice et al., 

1989, Forsberg et al., 1991, Overend et al., 1992, Visser et al., 2005, Ashry et al., 2007, 

Narici and Maffulli, 2010). The vervet monkey provides an excellent model to investigate the 

biological underpinnings of these biologic changes to muscle and other age-related upper 

limb ailments such as rotator cuff tears, frozen shoulder, bony degeneration, etc…, and 

explore potential orthopaedic and pharmacological interventions to limit these changes. 

Measures of muscle architectural characteristics, such as the ones measured here, as well as 

other biological assessments of tissue composition and gene expression, are more easily 

obtained in an animal model than in humans. Effects of lifestyle which may exacerbate many 
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of these muscle changes, such as diet, exercise, or activity level, can also be controlled for in 

the vervet model.   

6.3.3. Virtually test new graft materials and their influence on muscle force following 

surgical repair using a computational test bed 

 Computational simulations are powerful tools that can serve as a surrogate for in vivo 

tests that are difficult, expensive, or time consuming to perform. In Chapter 4 we developed a 

computational simulation framework that can be easily adapted to study newly manufactured 

graft materials designed to be used as a bridging apparatus in the repair of a torn rotator cuff. 

Our modeling approach allows for the mechanical response of new graft material to be easily 

represented into the model. Using this modeling approach throughout the design process can 

assist with optimizing the design before performing in vivo tests, thus saving the 

manufacturer both time and money. Ultimately, the model can be used to elucidate optimal 

mechanical properties that both maximizes active force-generation and creates an ideal 

passive response that limits the negative biomechanical consequences of high post-operative 

loads (Hersche and Gerber, 1998) and allows appropriate passive force to stimulate healing 

(Galatz et al., 2009). This information would provide a foundation for the design of more 

effective graft materials. 

6.3.4. Quantify pathological changes in the three-dimensional presentation of intramuscular 

fat 

 Intramuscular fat is a common sequelae of musculoskeletal and neuromuscular 

pathologies including healthy aging (Rice et al., 1989, Visser et al., 2005, Ashry et al., 2007), 

stroke (Ryan et al., 2011), muscle dystrophy (Torriani et al., 2012), COPD (Robles et al., 
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2014), and injuries to the spinal cord (Gorgey and Dudley, 2007) and rotator cuff (Goutallier 

et al., 1994). The methodology pioneered in Chapter 5 can immediately be applied to study 

the three-dimensional presentation of intramuscular fat in these pathological conditions. 

Establishing the volumetric distribution and spatial clustering of intramuscular fat will 

provide evidence to the origins and causes of increases in intramuscular fat that are specific 

to the pathology of interest. 

6.4. Future work 

 The work performed in this dissertation provides motivation for future research 

endeavours. A number of avenues for extension of this work are presented here. These and 

other projects will advance understanding of the interplay between morphology, strength, and 

function in the upper limb; ultimately leading to clinical implications and recommendations 

that reduce the negative influence of age and rotator cuff related upper limb changes. 

6.4.1. Quantify strength requirements in upper limb functional tasks beyond the labaratory  

 Although the tasks performed by the human volunteers described in Chapter 2 of this 

dissertation span much of the upper limb reachable workspace, they are limited in their scope 

by the specific requirements of the task. For example, loading was limited, and tasks were 

isolated movements performed while seated, without the accompanying demands of 

continuous movement, multiple tasks requirements, and using the upper limb while 

ambulating. Quantifying upper limb strength requirements in complex activities such as 

eating dinner, taking a shower, putting away groceries, and cleaning the house, which all 

involve a large number of subtasks, may better elucidate daily strength requirements of the 

upper limb and determine which overall activities are most difficult.  Wearable sensors 
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provide a tool to quantify strength requirements of daily activites in a natural setting beyond 

the confines of the laboratory environment and should be employed (Zhou et al., 2006).  

6.4.2. Characterize individual muscle contributions to available strength during task 

completion 

 Upper limb muscles work dynamically while completing daily functional tasks. In 

this dissertation, we examined overall joint strength requirement rather than the role of 

individual muscles. Future work should consider the influence of individual muscles given 

their geometric organization in the upper limb, as well as the velocity dependence of muscle. 

One potential method that could be implemented is computed muscle control (CMC) (Thelen 

et al., 2003, Thelen and Anderson, 2006). CMC accounts for the shortening or lengthening 

velocity of muscle along with temporal delays due to excitation-activation coupling, and 

predicts the excitations and muscle forces required to move the limb according to desired 

task kinematics. This method would permit examination of the percentage of available 

strength needed to perform a task to be studied for each muscle. This would provide a 

foundation for development of targeted interventions for muscles that use more of their 

available force-generating capacity and thus are at risk for injury due to overloading. 

6.4.3. Characterize accurate failure criteria for graft materials 

 Chapter 4in which we performed a computational study evaluating bridging repairs of 

the supraspinatus, provides support for future biomechanical testing to elucidate the failure 

properties of currently available and forthcoming graft materials. Although failure criteria 

exist for some extracellular graft materials (Chaudhury et al., 2012), in some cases, there are 

limited data regarding the complete stress vs. strain behavior, nor is there a physiological 
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basis for the strain rate used during testing. Given that these materials are viscoelastic (Silver 

et al., 2001), strain-rate will signficantly influence the failure properties. Using the model to 

elucidate in vivo strain rates for common upper limb tasks would provide ex vivo test criteria 

that would create more accurate predictions of failure in the context of common shoulder 

motions. 

6.4.4.  Quantify biomechanical impact of the three-dimensional morphology of 

intramuscular fat 

 The distribution of fat and the way in which it is clustered may alter the way in which 

forces are transmitted through the muscle-tendon actuator (Virgilia et al., 2015). Correlating 

measures of spatial clustering to biomechanical properties of the muscle such as active and 

passive force-generating capacity will provide a more in depth understanding of the how 

three-dimensional presentation of intramuscular fat affects the mechanical response of the 

muscle-tendon unit. It is well accepted that high intraoperative forces during rotator cuff 

repair are correlated with decreases in postoperative outcomes (Davidson and Rivenburgh, 

2000). Unfortunately, current biomechanical testing of the rotator cuff is limited to the global 

response of the rotator cuff muscle-tendon units (Grumet et al., 2009, Mannava et al., 2011b, 

Meyer et al., 2011, Plate et al., 2013b). Ultrasound elastography provides in vivo 

measurement of stress and strain within the muscle tissue, and has been used succesfully to 

study the elasticity of the supraspinatus muscle and tendon during muscle contraction 

(Muraki et al., 2015).  
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6.4.5. Formulate hypotheses regarding the underlying physiological mechanisms of 

increased intramuscular fat using measures of spatial clustering 

 While the physiological pathways underlying increased intramuscular fat due to 

healthy aging and rotator cuff tears have been explored (Itoigawa et al., 2011, Choo et al., 

2014), there is still no consensus as to the causes and no physiological studies have explored 

mechanisms behind increased spatial clustering. Graph theory has been used successfully to 

explore structure inherent in biological data that can be represented as networks, such as 

protein structure and function (Canutescu et al., 2003, Milik et al., 2003, Spirin and Mirny, 

2003), and may provide valuable insight into underpinnings of the physiology of 

intramuscular fat progression. By representing the intramuscular fat images as networks of 

water voxels or of fat voxels and implementing principles derived from graph theory, 

connectivity within the “water voxel” network and “fat voxel” network can be quantified and 

used to visualize the biological structure. These data could then direct hypotheses for the 

exploration of the underlying physiological mechanisms. For example, if the connectivity 

between intramuscular and extramuscular fat voxels were increased following a tear, that 

may suggest a migration of fat from extramuscular space into the muscle tissue. However, a 

lack of increased connectivity may indicate that adipocytes are originating from cells within 

the muscle tissue s. 

6.5. Summary 

 Perserving and restoring upper limb strength is imperative to maintaining 

independence especially with aging and rotator cuff tears that typically result in loss of upper 

limb strength. The work presented in this dissertation applied experimental and 
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computational methods to explore the relationships between strength and muscle morphology 

using both human and animals models. We provide insights into the strength required for 

successful task completion. We demonstrated that the vervet monkey is an excellent model to 

study healthy aging in the upper limb. We identified that extracellular matrix graft materials 

limit the force-generating capacity of the supraspinatus when used as a bridging device 

during surgical repair. Lastly, we pioneered a novel methodology that creates quantitative 

measures of volumetric distribution and spatial clustering of intramuscular fat, a known 

limiter of muscle force-generation, and used these methods to demonstrate that fat is 

clustered more distally in the supraspinatus of older adults with a degenerative tear compared 

to healthy older adults. Studies integrating the experimental, computational, and 

mathematical approaches discussed in this dissertation will greatly advance our 

understanding of the complexities of how age and rotator cuff tear-related changes in the 

upper limb limit functional ability. With further research, we can hope to arrest many of the 

negative influences associated with these changes. 
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Appendix A: Chapter 2 supplementary data 

 

Subject demographics 
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Start, middle, and end times for each task 
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Axilla wash: required strength and % of available strength used for six moment directions. 
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Perineal care: required strength and % of available strength used for six moment directions. 
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Forward reach: required strength and % of available strength used for six moment directions. 
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Upward reach 90: required strength and % of available strength used for six moment directions. 
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Upward reach 105: required strength and % of available strength used for six moment directions. 
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Appendix B: Chapter 3 supplementary data:  

 

Vervet demographics and functional measures 

 
 

Superior Subscapularis muscle properties 
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Middle Subscapularis muscle properties 

 

 

Inferior Subscapularis muscle properties 
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Subscapularis muscle properties 

 

 

Superior Infraspinatus muscle properties 
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Inferior Infraspinatus muscle properties 

 

 

Infraspinatus muscle properties 
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Supraspinatus muscle properties 

 

 

Teres Minor muscle properties 
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Anterior Deltoid muscle properties 

 

 

Middle Deltoid muscle properties 
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Posterior Deltoid muscle properties 

 

 

Deltoid muscle properties 
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Teres Major muscle properties 

 

 

Triceps Long Head muscle properties 
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Triceps Lateral Head muscle properties 

 

 

Triceps Medial Head muscle properties 
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Triceps muscle properties 

 

 

Biceps Long Head muscle properties 
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Biceps Short Head muscle properties 

 

 

Biceps muscle properties 
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Coracobrachialis muscle properties 

 

 

Brachialis muscle properties 
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Appendix C: Chapter 5 supplementary data:  

 

Subject demographics 
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Supraspinatus: volume, fat%, and Moran’s Index (I) for whole muscle and each section 
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Infraspinatus: volume, fat%, and Moran’s Index (I) for whole muscle and each section 
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Subscapularis: volume, fat%, and Moran’s Index (I) for whole muscle and each section 
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Teres minor: volume, fat%, and Moran’s Index (I) for whole muscle and each section 
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2014 

 Monthly research presentations by local and visiting faculty on the state of the art in 
aging research. 

 
MIT Sloan Sports Analytics Conference– March 1-2, 2013 

 Conference on the state of the art in sports analytics including research presentations on 
novel biomechanical performance analysis tools and metrics. 

 
ASB Workshop on Non-linear Analysis– September 4th, 2013 

 
Matlab Workshop on Parallel Computing– November 5th, 2012 

 
Engineering in Training (EIT) Certification– 2008 

 
Professional Affiliations 

 
American Society of Biomechanics 
Biomedical Engineering Society 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
Institue of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society 
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Community Outreach and Service 
 

Science Fair Judge – February 15th, 2013 
Kennedy High School Science Fair 
Winston-Salem, NC 

 Served as judge for a high school science fair in which projects on the digestive system 
were presented. 

 
Career Day Presenter – Feb 15th, 2012 
Bishop McGuinness Catholic High School Career Day 
High Point, NC 

 Presented three, 45-minute talks to groups of students interested in pursuing a college 
degree or career in biomedical engineering. 

 
High School Faith Formation Mentor and Instructor – Aug 2009 – May 2010 
St. Mary’s Catholic Church High School Youth Ministry 
Blacksburg, VA 

 Assisted weekly with lesson execution to educate high school students studying for their 
confirmation ceremony. 

 Prepared and presented two lessons on Catholic doctrine which included a presentation 
and large and small group activities. 

 
Research Interests 

 
Rehabilitation of upper extremity pathologies 
Alterations in upper extremity movement capacity due to pathological conditions. 
Implementing novel statistical and mathematical approaches to understand movement. 
Development and validation of subject and group-specific musculoskeletal models. 
Optimizing performance and preventing injuries in amateur and elite athletes. 

 


